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Executive Summary
The present landscape of cybersecurity includes a series of sophisticated, stealthy, targeted, and multifaceted attacks that require the synergy of different methods and approaches in order to be detected,
analysed, and eventually archived. An Intrusion Detection System (IDS) monitors the network/system and
analyses the incoming data, trying to identify security attacks that intend to exploit known or unidentified
security breaches of the network/system. On the constant evolving environment of cybersecurity, data
analysis and visualization can have an important role in the cyber-protection of the Critical Infrastructures
domain, and especially security visualization offers an unexplored field for research and development as it
is still on its early stages.
This document presents the final version of the SPEAR Visual-aided Intrusion Detection System (V-IDS).
An IDS, in general, plays the role of an advanced firewall, monitoring the system for suspicious activity and
creating alerts when such activity is discovered. The functionality of IDS is -usually- relied on the
identification of network traffic which resemble signatures of known cyber-attacks or deviations from normal
activity. The weak point of an IDS, apart from the production of false positives alerts, is the difficulty on
creating new alerts based on the patterns that have been located from the human supervision. This
challenge is covered in V-IDS through the integration of visualization capabilities into the IDS offering the
capability to the security administrators to limit the network traffic into specific time periods and create new
instances that they consider suspicious.
Network traffic is usually text encoded in the form of log records, carrying significant overhead that cannot
be easily converted into useful information. The integration of visualization techniques into IDS is the
process of generating pictures based on the produced log records. The human brain is more susceptible
to receive visual representation than any other form of data, and therefore based on this ability we have
developed a series of visualization techniques that enable the security administrators to instantly process
a great volume of data in real-time.
As it is described in section 4 in detail, SPEAR V-IDS is a visual aided intrusion detection system able to
assist the network administrator undertake actions regarding potential attacks. V-IDS is orchestrated into
ten internal components that are grouped into 4 smaller groups (security event component, visual analytics
component, network asset component and user notification component). Each component group is devoted
to a specific task since V-IDS constitutes the main user dashboards between the SPEAR SIEM Basis
components.
The security event component undertakes the communication between the V-IDS and the Message Bus
since it is responsible to process the incoming data related to the produced security events. The visual
analytics component is devoted to the visualization of the network data coming from the SPEAR SIEM
Basis by also undertaking the communication between the involved components. The network asset
component is responsible to present the information for every network asset coming from the Grid Trusted
Module (GTM) component while the user interface component is responsible to present the aforementioned
information to the V-IDS users.
Visualization techniques for the critical infrastructure domain is an emerging domain, thus the SPEAR VIDS offers a competitive advantage for the end-users. It constitutes a state-of-the-art service that can
enhance their current cybersecurity infrastructure enhancing efforts to address multifaceted cyber-attacks.
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1.

Introduction

1.1

Purpose of this Document

This document is the deliverable D3.3 Open Visual-aided Intrusion Detection System of the SPEAR project,
output of the task T3.3 Visual-aided IDS Systems. The main objective of this document is to present the
final version of the visualization techniques that have been applied for network analysis and have been
integrated in the IDS in the context of the SPEAR project. The aim of a V-IDS is to offer new capabilities to
the security administrators using visual representations of the incoming traffic without the need for analysing
bulk and complex traffic logs. With the use of V-IDS, near real-time monitoring with human intervention
becomes easier without sacrificing the extra capabilities that are offered from advanced Security
Information and Event Management (SIEM) software. The sub-components of the V-IDS are described in
section 4.2, where both details about the architecture and an insight for the implementation of each subcomponent are provided, giving the necessary details for both re-using the software or expanding it.
The document is accompanied by the actual implementation of the V-IDS including: (i) functional V-IDS
dashboard enable to communicate with the other components of the SPEAR architecture, (ii) PCA reduction
algorithms for network monitoring, and (iii) visual analytics algorithms for advanced visualization.

1.2

Structure of this Document

This deliverable is divided into seven sections offering both a complete literature review in the state-of-theart visualization techniques in the cybersecurity domain and detailed a detailed description of the software
and the algorithms that have been developed in the context of the SPEAR project. Each section includes
table(s) and figure(s) that assist in the comprehension of the technical details. The chapters are structured
as follows:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

1.3

Chapter 1 is the introduction to the applied visualization on cybersecurity.
Chapter 2 provides an insight for the state-of-the-art V-IDS.
Chapter 3 identifies the V-IDS requirements.
Chapter 4 describes the architecture of the SPEAR V-IDS.
Chapter 5 illustrates the implementation of the prototype.
Chapter 6 is dedicated to the testing of the units.
Chapter 7 summarizes the innovation of the SPEAR V-IDS
Chapter 8 concludes the deliverable.

Relation to other Tasks and Deliverables

The following deliverables support this deliverable and are referred to in this document:

Version: 1.0
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●

●

●

●

●

D2.1 User, Security and Privacy Requirements [1]: This deliverable is the output of Task 2.1 and
defines the user, security and privacy requirements of the whole SPEAR Platform, including the VIDS related components (i.e. outcome of this deliverable) from the user needs and regulatory
framework upon which the platform will operate.
D2.2 System Specifications and Architecture [2] : This deliverable is the output of Task 2.2 and
defines the functional and non-functional system requirements of the whole SPEAR Platform,
including the V-IDS related components, using as basis the user, security and privacy requirements
of D2.1. It also describes the SPEAR Platform architecture; hence it explains how the V-IDS related
components fit in the complete SPEAR Platform architecture and how it relates to other SPEAR
components.
D3.1 Initial SIEM System [3]: This deliverable is the output of Task 3.1 and describes the
architecture and the implementation of the SPEAR SIEM Basis. The V-IDS receives data from
SPEAR SIEM Basis DAPS through the Smart grid pre-processed data ingestion sub-component
and illustrated with the use of visualization algorithms.
D3.2 Multi-factor and Open Analytics Engine for Smart Grid Ecosystem [4]: This deliverable is the
output of Task 3.2 and describes the functionalities and the algorithms deployed for the Big Data
Analytics Component (BDAC) deployment which forwards data to the V-IDS.
D3.4 Node-centric Reputation Models and Algorithms [5]: This deliverable is the output of Task 3.4
and describes the mechanisms that estimate the reliability of the system’s nodes, information that
is forwarded to the SPEAR-VIDS dashboard.
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2.

State of the art in Visual IDS

Visual IDS is used for interpretation of large amounts of data when a security administrator cannot explain
due to their huge size offering helpful insights from complex logs to help with decision support. Visualization
tools provide a good overview of the entire system and they are often used as an extra anomaly detection
mechanism. State of the art white papers and the latest research from the leading companies in cybersecurity [6] [7] [8] reveal the need to include the human expertise in the loop of the cyber-security
operations, especially for monitoring, detection and mitigation of the cyber-threat patterns. The V-IDS
designed and developed based on the recent state of the art trends in order to provide an intuitive and userfriendly visual analytics interface to the end-user. The V-IDS subcomponents include a variety of
visualization and analytics techniques in order to provide insights about the structure of the security
datasets and reveal hidden cyber-threat patterns.
The subsection 2.1 provides a detailed description of the algorithms that have been used for the VA and
the subsection 2.2 illustrates the impact of dimensionality reduction in the visualization process.

2.1

Visual Analytics Algorithms

All the state-of-the-art enterprise cyber-security solutions research and deploy anomaly detection
techniques in order to identify and detect cyber-threats and malicious actions [9] [7] [10] [11]. During the
last years and with the rush of the Artificial Intelligence (AI) and the Machine Learning (ML) many algorithms
have been developed to tackle cybersecurity attacks. In this domain, the V-IDS provides a set of state-ofthe-art anomaly detection algorithms. More specific, it deploys time-series algorithms such as the Local
Outlier Factor (LOF), graph based algorithms such as the multipartite graphs (e.g. k-partite) and last but
not least ML models based on the Sequence-to-Sequence Neural Networks and the Long short-term
memory (LSTM) cells [12] [13] [14]. The main benefits of these algorithms are the fast response time, high
detection accuracy and reduced false positives rate. The nature of security menace diverse in each field,
as a result security systems are required to possess multiple anomaly detection algorithms to tackle each
case. The algorithms that have been deployed for the the visual analytics backend server are:
•

Local Outlier Factor (LOF): The Local Outlier Factor (LOF) algorithm is an unsupervised algorithm that
is capable to detect outliers based on the computation of the local density deviation of a given data
point regarding its neighbours. Outliers are considered as the samples that have a substantially lower
density than the neighbouring samples. In VIDS Visual-Analytics sub-component, the LOF used
mostly in time-series analysis1 to identify possible anomalies in the form of local minima/maxima.

•

Multi-partite graph: A k-partite graph is a graph where the vertices are partitioned in k-disjoint sets so
that two vertices within the same set can be adjacent. In VIDS Visual Analytics, the k-partite graphs
are deployed in especially in discrete variables of the SPEAR datasets such as the network traffic
characteristics such as source/destination IP and ports, protocols in user and network application

1

See Figure 14Σφάλμα! Το αρχείο προέλευσης της αναφοράς δεν βρέθηκε.
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protocol attributes such as ModBus functional codes, communication handshake packet details and
communication status flags.
•

Sequence to Sequence LSTM NN: The Sequence-to-sequence (Seq2Seq) is a method of encodingdecoding based machine translation that connects an input of sequence to an output of sequence
given a tag and attention value. The basic concept is to use two RNNs that will cooperate together
with a special token, trying to predict the next state sequence from the previous sequence. Figure 1
presents the layers stack of the Sequence-to-Sequence LSTM Neural Network used in the Visual
Analytics sub-component for anomaly detection.

Figure 1: VIDS VA Sequence-to-Sequence Anomaly detection model.

•

2.2

Simple LSTM Stack NN: The Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) networks is a type of artificial
recurrent neural network used in the field of deep learning, which makes it easier to remember past
data in memory. LSTM is well suited to classify process and predict time series given time lags of
unknown duration. It trains the model by using back-propagation.

Dimensionality reduction algorithms
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Dimensionality reduction (DR) is a procedure that transforms high-dimensional data into a lower
dimensional representation, usually involving the minimum number of features required to adequately
describe the key properties of the data [15]. It is mainly used with different types of real-world data (such
as time-series, images, medical records, unstructured text, etc.) and enables processes of visualization,
classification, compression, and others.
One of the main benefits of applying dimensionality reduction to a dataset is that it helps in visualizing the
data. Offering a comprehensive visualization of data in higher dimensions is not an easy task, so reducing
the space to 2 or 3 dimensions allows to plot and observe patterns more clearly. For instance, in
cybersecurity applications an IDS is used to monitor network traffic and operational data over time and as
a result hundreds of parameters are captured at each time instant and need to be observed by the system
operator. DR assists in providing a simple 2-dimensions (2D) or 3-dimensions (3D) visualization of all the
obtained parameters forming patterns that can be easily interpreted by the system operator without
significant knowledge requirements on data analytics. The V-IDS incorporates DR techniques that provide
the required visualization capabilities and allows the end user to discern otherwise undetectable security
issues through the formed patterns.
Originally, the process of dimensionality reduction was achieved by employing linear techniques [16]
however it quickly became apparent that such methods could not address sufficiently more intricate nonlinear data. Over the years, several non-linear techniques have been introduced to handle this kind of data,
with machine learning approaches offering promising solutions in this regard [17]. Within the framework of
data analytics, the key incentive of dimensionality reduction has been to offer the visualization of multidimensional data, usually achieved through various supervised and unsupervised algorithms [18] [19].
Recent breakthroughs in deep neural network (DNN) technologies have opened new horizons and
extended the state-of-the-art in dimensionality reduction by providing new incentives to revisit classical
solutions through the newly available deep learning tools [20].
DNN utilize learning processes that allows them to gradually optimize their parameters in order to
successfully learn informative data visualizations. A notable example is presented in [21] where the
employed DNN is formed by combining the Generalized Discriminant Analysis (GerDA) with a deep
autoencoder. The resulted DNN, called Regularized Nonlinear Discriminant Analysis (ReNDA)
demonstrates improved generalization performance and offers robust results in dimensionality reduction
for data visualization. A similar approach is followed in [22] where the authors introduce a deep variational
autoencoder named SCVIS, which utilizes the popular t-distributed stochastic neighbour embedding
algorithm (t-SNE) criterion for an enhanced regularizing effect.
In recent years, dimensionality reduction has proven significant in traffic analysis and network security
applications, since it allows to sufficiently reduce the number of observed variables into a manageable
subset, more appropriate for the required security purposes. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is the
most common approach used in this context and can lead to profound solutions for detecting anomalies in
network traffic, as shown in [23]. Support vector machines (SVMs) is an additional technique utilized for
anomaly detection in such applications. The method proposed in [24] uses a deep belief network (DBN) to
reduce the dimensionality of the data and the result set of features is used to train the One Class SVM,
improving the detection rate, while greatly reducing the training and testing time required.
Non-linear dimensionality reduction using autoencoders is an area that has also shown to significantly
assist in anomaly detection scenarios. Several papers have investigated the performance of autoencoders
after applying them to non-linear data for anomaly detection. In [25] the authors present an anomaly
Version: 1.0
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detection model based on a deep autoencoder that generates a low-dimensional representation of the data,
which is afterwards fed into a Gaussian Mixture Model for estimation. This combined approach enables the
autoencoder to further minimize reconstruction errors and avoid less attractive local optima. Deep
autoencoders rely in clean training data to handle issues like outliers and pervasive data. The method
introduced in [26] addresses this matter by extending the standard autoencoding model based on the
Robust Principal Component Analysis. The proposed model, called Robust Deep Autoencoder (RDA)
improves on the normal autoencoder by incorporating a regularizing penalty based upon L1 or L2-norms,
demonstrating increased performance in standard benchmarks.
The DR methods we selected to integrate in V-IDS are presented below, providing a short description of
each technique, the main advantages it offers and the key incentive behind the decision.
•

Principal Component Analysis (PCA): The idea behind PCA is to find a low dimension set of axes
that summarize the data. The algorithm constructs a new set of properties based on a combination of
the old ones. In principle, PCA performs a linear transformation moving the original set of features to a
new space composed by a principal component. The goal of this method is to find linearly uncorrelated
orthogonal axes, which are known as principal components (PCs) in the multi-dimensional space and
project the data points onto those PCs. The first PC is the one that captures the largest variance in the
data. PCA offers the advantage of being time efficient while having low computational complexity,
however the visualization usually involves only the first 2 or 3 components, missing the rest of the
information and it often cannot be performed in very large datasets.

•

Singular Value Decomposition (SVD): SVD is a non-linear method used to decompose vectors onto
orthogonal axes. It is based on matrix analysis that leads to a low-dimensional representation of a highdimensional matrix. SVD allows an exact representation of any matrix, while eliminating the less
important parts and producing an approximate representation with any desired number of dimensions.
The level of accuracy is proportional to the number of the selected dimensions. SVD allows to find the
principal axes in which the data have the largest variance, which is useful for dimensionality reduction.
One advantage of using the SVD of a matrix is that it exposes its geometric structure, allowing a number
of matrix calculations and is also more robust to numerical errors.

•

Independent Component Analysis (ICA): ICA is a statistical and computational technique for
revealing hidden factors that underly sets of random variables, measurements, or signals. For a given
large database of samples, ICA defines a generative model for them. In the model, the data variables
are assumed to be linear mixtures of some unknown latent variables that are assumed non-gaussian
and mutually independent. ICA is related to principal component analysis and factor analysis, but ICA
is capable of finding the underlying factors when other methods are not successful.

•

Sparse Random Projection (SRP): The concept behind SRP lies in the estimation of distances
between all pairs of points in a high-dimensional space. To greatly speed up the calculations, the points
are projected in a lower dimensional subspace after multiplying the original matrix with a random
projection, which at the same time preserves the approximate distances between them. Sparse random
projection is a computationally efficient technique for reducing the dimensionality of data, known for its
simplicity and relatively low error rates.

•

Autoencoder (AE): An autoencoder is a deep neural network whose primary purpose is to learn the
underlying manifold or the feature/latent space in the dataset. Autoencoders try to reconstruct the inputs
at the output layer. An autoencoder generally consists of two parts: an encoder which transforms the
Version: 1.0
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input to a latent space and a decoder which reconstructs the input from the latent space. In very
complex data with a high number of dimensions, an autoencoder usually has an increased probability
of effectively unpacking the structure by finding hidden features, without losing information from the
original data. As a result, unlike other non-linear dimensionality reduction methods, autoencoders are
more effective in preserving all the information in the reduced layer.
The above methods were selected since they cover a wide range from classic to modern solutions present
in relevant literature and include both linear and non-linear techniques. All methods rely in machine learning
and utilize training in specific data, allowing us to adapt to each end user distinctly, based on the provided
operational data. Having a diverse computational efficiency, the selected techniques also cover a wide
range of data complexity and ensure that in each use case the results are visually comprehensive.
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3.

Requirement Analysis of Visual IDS

The V-IDS has been designed based on the user, security and privacy requirements that have been
collected and presented in D2.1 - User, Security and Privacy Requirements [1]. These requirements have
been elicited from the user needs and regulatory framework upon which the platform will operate. Similarly,
both functional and non-functional requirements have been extracted from D2.2 - System Specifications
and Architecture [2] (System specifications and architecture). The functional requirements specify the
behavior among the V-IDS’ subcomponents, whereas the non-functional requirements describe specific
criteria that are used to evaluate the operation of the system.
The remainder presents four tables with the functional and non-functional requirements and how they are
fulfilled by the prototype software built as outcome of D3.3 - Open Visual-aided Intrusion Detection System.
The requirements have grouped into four categories based on the aspects they cover. In every table, the
first column holds the unique ID of every requirement, the second column briefly presents the requirement
while the third column describes the coverage level of the requirement.
Table 1 presents the functional requirements of the V-IDS Dashboard as a service including the interaction
with the users, user-related features and some functional prerequisites of the system.
Req
ID

Description

Coverage

F19

VIDS Authentication - The VIDS
dashboard
must
include
an
authentication mechanism.

The VIDS provides a secure login page for the SPEAR
users thus only registered user can access the VIDS
service. In order to register a new user, a SPEAR
Security Engineer should use the VIDS user registration
form. Afterwards the new registered user will receive a
confirmation email asking him to set his password.

F21

VIDS user roles - The VIDS should
support different user roles.

The VIDS supports the creation of multiple user roles
dynamically. In the context of the SPEAR pilots, three
specific roles have been identified and set up based on
the requirements of the SPEAR end users. The VIDS
roles have different access privileges to the VIDS
service. The VIDS roles namely are the SPEAR
Security Engineer, the SPEAR Facility Operator and the
SPEAR End-User.

F22

VIDS user role dashboard views The VIDS should provide specific
dashboard views related to the
access privileges and the need of
each user role.

Based on the privileges defined in the user
requirements, different roles have access to different
dashboard views. Through the distinction of the roles,
accountability for different users is assigned.

F23

VIDS user’s authentication DB The VIDS should provide a user

VIDS supports login functionalities for registered users
while also offers a user registration form for the SPEAR
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F24

authentication service with a local
DB.

Security Engineers. The information regarding the VIDS
users are securely stored on the local VIDS database.

VIDS Analytics vendor agnostic
application - The VIDS Visual
Analytics dashboard should be a
vendor agnostic application.

The VIDS dashboard is vendor agnostic, since due to
its web-based nature it can be set up on any server,
supporting most hardware. It comes with instructions on
how to be set up in both Linux and Windows machines,
with the only requirement being the support of Python
for the execution of the visual analytics algorithms.
The VIDS VA subcomponent is vendor agnostic since it
is a web application compatible with the most common
web browsers (MS Edge, Google Chrome, Mozilla
Firefox, Safari) supported by the majority of the
Operating Systems.

F25

F27

VIDS
Analytics
user
parametrization - The VIDS Visual
Analytics application should provide
interaction with the user and user
parametrization.

VIDS Analytics response time - The
VIDS Visual Analytics application
should be fast and responsive backend service.

The user of the VIDS has the capability to modify some
aspects of the VIDS dashboard, for example she/he can
choose to receive or not remote notifications.
The VIDS VA subcomponent provides user
parameterization through the features of interactive
visualization (zoom, select and correlated graphs), grid
dashboard customization and widget control (add,
delete, edit).
The VIDS receives in short intervals information from
the back-end and present them as visual graphs. The
time intervals have been set from the user
requirements. Thus, VIDS operation supports detached
tasks and management in the back-end service.
The VIDS VA subcomponent provides detached tasks
and management in the back-end service to provide a
responsive user experience.

F32

VIDS
Analytics
processing
limitations - The VIDS Visual
Analytics back-end services should
monitor and manage the size of the
incoming data in order to avoid slow
processing and memory limitations.

The VIDS dashboard’s back-end services take care of
the processing time and possible memory limitations by
managing the size of the incoming data based on
predefined rules according to each end user.
The VIDS VA subcomponent utilizes the asynchronous
analytics task execution, management to handle
processing, and memory “hungry” tasks.

Table 1: V-IDS as a service functional requirements and coverage

Table 2 presents the functional requirements of the V-IDS regarding the security analysis of the incoming
traffic. The table includes mechanisms for anomaly detection, data analysis algorithms and visualization
techniques.
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Req
ID
F01

Description

Coverage

Assets Protection - The SPEAR
platform must be able to collect and
analyse information for each asset of
an environment, thus being able to
detect possible security events.

VIDS is one of the SPEAR’s components alongside with
BDAC, GTM and DAPS that analyses network traffic
flows and operational data related to the assets
monitored. The VIDS dashboard offers an intuitive
approach to the security administrators for the status of
the network that is complementary and does not replace
SIEM software.
The VIDS Visual Analytics (VA) sub-component offers
a network topology view with all the assets of the
network collected from the SPEAR Basis Asset
Inventory. Additionally, the VA provides mouse hover
functionality reporting the device identity and other
identification characteristics such as IPs.

F02

Cyberthreats Visualization - The
system operator or the security
administrator must be able to control
the lifecycle of a possible threat via a
graphical user interface. VIDS should
timely detect cyberthreats by utilizing
a visualization dashboard.

Through the VIDS the system operator or the security
administrator can monitor the lifecycle of a possible
threat as she/he can identify it, archive it and examine
it on a later stage.
The VIDS offers automatically update on a near real
time, thus any suspicious traffic can be identified on
time through the graphical interfaces.
The VIDS VA subcomponent provides two modes of
operation in order to control the lifecycle of a possible
threat. In Real-time mode, the data visualizations
present the streaming data coming from the SPEAR
SIEM Basis DAPS. In Historic mode, the data
visualizations present data based on a past time range
selected by the user. In both time modes, the VA
provides various visualizations (time-series, scatter
plot, graphs, bar charts, etc.) and visual analytics
algorithms (Local outlier factor, multi-partite graph (kpartite), Sequence-to-Sequence and LSTM NN) in
order to capture various threat lifecycles.

F04

Data Collection - The SPEAR
platform must collect intrusion
detection data at a centralized place,
which will be accessible to the system
operator or the security administrator.

The data that have been collected from the distinctive
SPEAR modules (GTM, DAPS, OSSIM) are displayed
in the VIDS offering a visual representation of the
incoming traffic to system operator or the security
administrator.
The VIDS dashboard offers an overview panel of the
system, allowing the security administrator to have the
necessary information collected to one panel.
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The VIDS VA subcomponent collects and processes
network flow, application network protocol and
operational data from the SPEAR SIEM Basis DAPS
component and provides user friendly and intuitive
visualizations to the SPEAR end-user.
F05

Data Analysis - The SPEAR platform
should collect and analyse data from
different sources, thus detecting
possible alerts.

The data that have been collected from the distinctive
SPEAR modules (GTM, DAPS, OSSIM) are displayed
in the VIDS offering a visual representation of the
incoming traffic to the system operator or the security
administrator.
Therefore, the VIDS offers an intuitive analysis of the
data collected from different sources, offering an
alternative for detecting anomalies in the incoming
traffic.
The VIDS VA subcomponent provides visual analytics
and anomaly detection algorithms such as Local Outlier
Factor (LOF), K-partite, Sequence-to-Sequence
(Seq2Seq) and LSTM NN. All these algorithms can be
applied to any of the three different data sources and
visualise detecting anomalies/cyber-attacks.

F07

Alerts Categorization - The SPEAR
platform should provide near realtime alerts for the suspected
intrusions. Alerts should be divided
into a) High, b) Medium and c) Low.

The incoming alerts in the VIDS dashboard are
categorized based on their severity into a) high, b)
medium and c) low, facilitating human supervision of the
network monitoring task.
The security administrator can modify the security
category of an incoming event based on previous
similar experience.
The VIDS VA subcomponent assists the security
engineer to make a decision to manually create a
security event through the VIDS event registration form
and submit it to the SPEAR Message Bus.

F17

Intrusion Detection - The SPEAR
platform must detect attacks with a
wide range of techniques such as
network flows or behaviour analysis
and deep packet inspection.

VIDS incorporates several methods for analysing the
incoming traffic and detecting cyber-attacks. It utilizes
machine learning algorithms in the incoming network
flows, as well as at a packet level supporting IEC61850,
HTTP, SSH, DNP3 and Modbus protocols, for intrusion
detection and threat classification.
The VIDS VA subcomponent provides analytics
algorithms for anomaly detection (Local Outlier Factor,
k-partite, Sequence-to Sequence and LSTM NN).
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F18

DoS Protection - The SPEAR
platform must detect Denial of
Service (DoS) attacks.

The DoS attacks can be easily identified through a
visual inspection from the security administrator as the
incoming traffic will peak and it could be easily
recognized through the graphs.
The anomaly detection algorithms provided by the VIDS
VA subcomponent can detect the effect of a Denial of
Service (DoS) attacks on the network flow, application
network protocol and operational monitoring data.

F26

VIDS
Analytics
visualization
methods - The VIDS Visual Analytics
application should provide various
visualization methods.

The VIDS offers a series of visualization methods, such
as time series, dependency wheel showing correlation
of traffic between different sources and threat degree
gauges.
Overall, the different visualization methods offer a
complete picture of the status of the network.
The VIDS VA subcomponent provides visualization
methods such as (Multi)-line charts, scatter plots, bar
charts, radar and graph visualization of attributes from
operation, network flows and application network
protocol data as nodes and edges.

F30

VIDS Analytics data visualization
algorithms - The VIDS Visual
Analytics back-end services should
provide visual and data analytics
methods and algorithms for better
analysis and visualization of the data.

The VIDS Visual Analytics back-end services
implement several data analytics methods based on
machine learning techniques. Specific visual analytics
algorithms based on PCA, SVD, ICA, SRP and
Autoencoders are used to offer a complete
representation of the data from various visual
perspectives. These methods allow the system to offer
a complete representation of the recorded features of
the operational data in a lower dimensionality, allowing
a more comprehensive observation of anomalies.
The VIDS VA subcomponent provides the algorithms
Local Outlier Factor, k-partite, Sequence-to-Sequence
LSTM and LSTM NN for visual analytics algorithms and
at the same time provides various visualizations
methods to present the results as time-series, scatter
plots, graphs, radar plot and bar charts.

F31

VIDS Analytics anomaly detection
mechanism - The VIDS Visual
Analytics back-end services may
provide local anomaly detection
mechanisms complementary with the
BDAC functionality.
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The VIDS dashboard includes back-end services that
provide independent anomaly detection algorithms,
allowing the detection and visualisation of potential
anomalies, complementary with the BDAC functionality.
The VIDS VA subcomponent detects anomalies and the
effect of cyber-attacks on the network flow, application
network protocol and operational data with the
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algorithms of Local Outlier Factor, K-partite, Sequenceto-Sequence and LSTM NN algorithms.
Table 2: V-IDS security analysis and visualization functional requirements and coverage

Table 3 presents the functional requirements of the V-IDS regarding its interconnection with other
components of the SPEAR architecture including the SIEM Basis, Message Bus and GTM.
Req
ID
F08

Description

Coverage

Encrypted communication - In
order to protect communications,
SPEAR
components
should
communicate with each other using
encryption methods. The utilization of
strong cryptographic protocols and
algorithms will support end-to-end
encryption, which will ensure that
only the communicating components
can have access to the content of the
communication.

Every VIDS communication is managed through SSL.
The SSL certifications ensures that the transmitted data
are encrypted, and thus the communication is
considered secure. VIDS communicates with the SIEM
Basis through an Elasticsearch secure API, with the
Message Bus through a secure Kafka API and with the
GTM through a secure RESTful API. Moreover, an SSL
certification is also installed in the Nginx server that
hosts the VIDS service.

Remote Notifications - The SPEAR
platform should be able to send
remote notifications for the possible
alerts generated. The SPEAR
platform should also have the ability
to simultaneously provide multiple
notifications
such
as
e-mail
notifications and SMS notifications.

VIDS offers the user the option to choose whether to
receive or not notifications. The user can choose to
receive notification via email, IM (WhatsApp) or both.
Specifically, the user can select to receive notification
whenever a new security event arrives (from the
Message Bus) or when a new asset management alert
is occurred (from the GTM).

F28

VIDS
Visual
Analytics
interconnection with SIEM Basis The VIDS Visual Analytics back-end
services should interconnect with the
SPEAR SIEM Basis.

VIDS communicates with the SPEAR SIEM Basis
DAPS through a) Kafka client for Real time data
collection and b) Elasticsearch client for historic data
collection. In all cases the data retrieved from the
SPEAR SIEM Basis DAPS are used as input for the
visual analytics models. The interconnections are
achieved through an SSL secure channel ensuring data
encryption.

F29

VIDS
interconnection
with
Message Bus - The VIDS back-end

F20

Version: 1.0

The VIDS VA subcomponent provides encryption and
authentication through Secure Socket Layer (SSL) over
the interfaces and the host server.

Additionally, the VIDS VA subcomponent provides
periodic remote notification to the end-users through
Instant Message applications (WhatsApp or Viber)
regarding the status of the network or detect anomalies.

VIDS communicates with the Message Bus to consume
security events coming from other WP3 components
(SPEAR
SIEM
Basis,
BDAC,
VIDS).
The
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services should interconnect with the
SPEAR Message Bus.

interconnection is based on a secure Apache Kafka API
that transfers the security events from the Message Bus
to the VIDS database.
The VIDS VA subcomponent connects with the SPEAR
Message Bus to aggregate security events and report a
summary result for the network status to the end-user.

F33

VIDS
Visual
Analytics
interconnection with GTM - The
VIDS Visual Analytics back-end
services should interconnect with
GTM

VIDS is interconnected with the GTM components
through a RESTful API. The VIDS receives information
from the GTM (e.g. network asset reputation values)
and displays this information.
The VIDS VA subcomponent provides in the network
topology graph the reputation value of each node
collected from the GTM REST API interface.

Table 3: V-IDS and SPEAR component interconnection functional requirements and coverage

Table 4 presents the non-functional requirements of the V-IDS. Attributes of the system such as security,
performance, reliability, and scalability are illustrated.
Req
ID
NF01

Description

Coverage

Optionality - The SPEAR platform
should be able to operate under as
many OSes as possible.

The VIDS is agnostic towards the OS as it creates its
own virtual environment, thus it can be installed in possible- all Linux-based systems. Through the
appropriate modifications, SPEAR VIDS could be also
hosted on a Windows Server.
The VIDS VA subcomponent is a web application
compatible with the most common web browsers (MS
Edge, Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox, Safari)
supported by the majority of the Operating Systems.

NF04

Password Encryption - The SPEAR
solution should make use of
encryption to ensure that data is
stored securely. The system should
not store user passwords in plain text.

NF05

Data Encryption - The SPEAR
solution should not allow, when
possible, any data transmission of
sensitive
information
without
encryption.

The data that is transferred from/to the VIDS to/from the
other SPEAR components are transmitted over SSL.

NF08

Bandwidth - Communication among
the SPEAR components should not

The connections between VIDS and the rest SPEAR
components are deployed by using best practices and
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Sensitive data such as passwords and authentication
tokens are encrypted with MD5 hash.
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impose a significant load on the LAN
or WAN bandwidth.

mature methodologies, thus optimizing the available
network bandwidth. However, the status of the network
in the pilot/user premises might negatively affect the
communications between the SPEAR components.

Table 4: V-IDS non-functional requirements and coverage
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4.

Visual IDS Design & Architecture Implementation

The V-IDS has been designed to receive, store, present, manipulate and visualize data (security events,
network packets, raw measurements (e.g. electricity measurements), network assets data) from other
SPEAR components on a simple and easy-to-use environment. In contrast to existing cybersecurity
solutions which offer a busy -and often noisy- dashboard, V-IDS does not try to cover every aspect of
cybersecurity but to offer an extension to SIEM tools through its visualization capabilities. The different
sections of the platform offer an easy and intuitively navigation allowing the coexistence of information in
various formats (tables, logs, visualization gadgets).

Figure 2: V-IDS component architecture and interconnections with the rest SPEAR components

The V-IDS interacts with the rest of the architectural components of the SPEAR since it visualizes the
incoming network and operational data. The V-IDS receives data from three components of SPEAR SIEM
Basis: the Message Bus, the SPEAR SIEM Basis DAPS, and the GTM. The Message Bus establishes a
secure connection with the V-IDS and forwards security events using APACHE Kafka [27] real-time
message queue. The SPEAR SIEM Basis DAPS forwards the data to the V-IDS via Elasticsearch. The data
stored in Elasticsearch [28] can be retrieved and analysed from the V-IDS visual analytics component. The
last component that interacts with the V-IDS is the GTM, which determines the reliability and integrity of the
system’s nodes. The communication between the components is achieved through a RESTful API, whose
Version: 1.0
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frequency of communication can be adjusted based on the need of each use-case. In Figure 2, the V-IDS
component architecture as well as an illustration of the communication between the V-IDS and other
SPEAR components is depicted. The sub-components that compose the V-IDS are described in the next
subsections.
Based on the SPEAR requirements descripted on D2.1 - User, Security and Privacy Requirements [1], VIDS should implement a Role-based access control (RBAC) [29]. RBAC is a policy-neutral access-control
mechanism defined around roles and privileges. Thus, based on SPEAR requirements, architecture and
the role identification process that have been followed in D2.2 - System Specifications and Architecture [2],
three user roles for the V-IDS were identified. Each role has different permission rights and dashboard
views within the V-IDS service which has been tailored supporting different needs, technical background
and privileges. Different user experience is offered while access from unauthorized personnel to potential
sensitive data is also protected. Table 5 has been in included D2.2 - System Specifications and Architecture
[2] and depicts the identified V-IDS user roles.
VIDS user role

Description

SPEAR Security
Engineer

This role has access to all VIDS
dashboard features,
functionalities and internal
components.
Based on the role hierarchy, the
users have access to advanced
information mechanisms (visual
analytics, visualization diagrams
and widgets).

SPEAR Facility
Operator

SPEAR NonTechnical EndUser

End-User suggested
roles (D2.1)
SPEAR Security
Engineer

Pilot

Substation Security
Administrator

Substation scenario

SPEAR Security
Engineer

Combined IAN and
HAN scenario

Facility Manager

Smart-home
scenario
Hydro plant
scenario

This role targets users with
technical knowledge (engineers,
technicians, operators, etc.) but
with no cybersecurity
background. In this manner,
they have access to broad but
specific features. They have an
advisory role regarding the
SPEAR platform operation.

Hydro Power Plant
operator

This role targets users with no
technical background. The users
are provided with the SPEAR
security services but have
limited to the SPEAR system
(overview of the cybersecurity
status).

HAN user

Hydro plant
scenario

Substation end-user
Engineer

Substation scenario

IAN Operator

Combined IAN and
HAN scenario
Combined IAN and
HAN scenario

Smart-home End-user

Smart-home
scenario

Table 5: V-IDS identified user roles
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Based on the identified roles presented in Table 5, different permission rights to the visualization widgets
have been granted for each identified user role. In Table 6, a synopsis of the permission rights is given,
presenting the role of the V-IDS roles and the view access to the visualization widgets respectively.
Visualization
Widget

V-IDS
Component

Real Time

Security Event
User Interface
Security Event
User Interface
Security Event
User Interface
Security Event
User Interface
Asset User
Interface
Asset User
Interface
Asset User
Interface
Asset User
Interface
User Notification

Security Event
Statistics
Security Events
Analytics
Real Time
Network Asset
Statistics
Assets Analytics
User Notification
Settings

Security
Engineer
✔

V-IDS user role
Facility Operator
✔

Non-Technical EndUser
✔

✔

✔

X

✔

✔

✔

✔

X

X

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

X

✔

✔

✔

✔

X

X

✔

✔

✔

Table 6: V-IDS visualization widgets and user roles access

For the rest of the section 4, the term “V-IDS user/s” will refer to every the V-IDS users who, based on the
RBAC policy, have the rights to access the mentioned V-IDS components, subcomponents and
visualization widgets.

4.1

Security Event Components

Figure 3 presents the internal architecture and the subcomponents of the “V-IDS Dashboard Security Event
“component as well as the interaction of the identified V-IDS users. In the following subsections, the Security
Events subcomponents are presented and analysed.
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Figure 3: Security Events Component internal architecture

4.1.1 Security Event Consuming/Producing
This subcomponent is devoted in the communication between the V-IDS and the Message Bus. V-IDS
connects with the Message Bus in order to receive and send security events. A security events is the basic
form of information exported from the BDAC and the V-IDS Visual Analytics. “Security Event
Consuming/Producing” subcomponent is responsible to handle the incoming/outcoming data from and to
the Message Bus. The Message Bus operation is based on the Apache KAFKA server, an open-source
stream-processing software platform reliable to undertake the communication between several component
withing a system. The information stored in the Apache KAFKA can be organized into different thematic
topics. Thus, the Message Bus can handle different information coming from different sources.
In the first case, V-IDS constantly “listens” the Message Bus to receive information regarding the produced
security events. It consumes the information from the “security_events” Message Bus topic and parse the
information into the “Security Events Consuming/Producing” subcomponent. Right after, it forwards the new
security events to the next subcomponent, the “Security Events Statistics” subcomponent. The security
events pushed into the Message Bus comes from the BDAC, the SIEM Basis and the V-IDS itself.
In the second case, V-IDS pushes information to the Message Bus, through an Apache KAFKA producer.
The security events coming from the V-IDS is also stored in the same “security_events” topic. This
information is generated through the “Security Event register form” in the “Visual Analytics User Interface”
subcomponent (descripted in subsection 4.2). The reason that V-IDS “Security Events” component should
also send the newly generated security event to the Message Bus lies on the fact that, the every security
event within SPEAR SIEM Basis should be also consumed by the GTM component and also from the
SPEAR Forensics Repository (WP4).
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4.1.2 Security Event Statistics
Every new security event coming from the Message Bus is forwarded in the “Security Events Statistics”
subcomponent. This subcomponent will parse the incoming data and perform a credibility check. Right
after, it will store the new security events in the V-IDS database by also updating the corresponding
database tables.
This subcomponent updates three different database tables of the V-IDS service. The first one, the
“SecurityEvents” table holds information regarding the security events stored by the system. Table 7
presents the “SecurityEvents” database table as well as the fields that are stored for each security event.
Field name
spear_component

Type of
field
String

date
alienvault_sensor
device_ip
event_type_id
unique_event_id

Datetime
String
String
String
String

protocol
category
subcategory

String
String
String

data_source_name

String

data_source_id

String

product_type

String

additional_info

String

priority

Integer

reliability

Integer

risk
otx_indicators

Integer
Integer

sourceID
sourceIP

String
String

Version: 1.0

Description
The name of the SPEAR component responsible for the
security event (e.g. BDAC, SIEM Basis and V-IDS)
Date and time of the event
ID of the sensor that processed the event
IP address of the sensor that processed the event
ID assigned to uniquely identify the event type
Unique ID number assigned to the event by the SPEAR
components
Protocol used for the source/destination of the event
Event taxonomy for the event
Subcategory of the event taxonomy type listed under
Category
Name of the external application or device that produced
the event
ID associated with the external application or device that
produced the event
Product type of the event taxonomy (e.g. Operating
system or Server)
If the event were generated by a suspicious URL (e.g. this
field would state URL). When present, these URLs provide
additional background information and references about the
components associated with the event
Priority ranking based on value of the event type. Each
event type has a priority value, used in risk calculation
Reliability ranking based on the reliability value of the event
type. Each event type has a reliability value, which is used
in risk calculation.
Risk level of the event: Low = 0, Medium = 1, High > 1
Number of indicators associated with an IP Reputation or
OTX pulse event
ID assigned to uniquely identify the source device
IP address of the source device of the event
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sourceHostname
sourceMAC

String
String

sourcePort
sourceLatestUpdate

String
String

sourceUsernameDomain

String

sourceAssetValue

Integer

sourceLocation
sourceContext

String
String

sourceAssetGroups

String

sourceNetworks

String

sourceLoggedUsers

String

sourceOtxIpReputation

String

sourceServices_Service
sourceServices_Port
sourceServices_Protocol
destinationID
destinationIP
destinationHostname
destinationMAC

String
String
String
String
String
String
String

destinationPort
destinationLatestUpdate

String
String

destinationUsernameDomain

String

destinationAssetValue

Integer

destinationLocation
destinationContext

String
String

destinationAssetGroups

String
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Hostname of the event source
Media Access Control (MAC) of the host for the event (if
known)
External or internal asset source port for the event
The last time SPEAR components updated the source
asset properties
Username and domain associated with the asset that
generated the event
Asset value of the asset source if within your asset
inventory
Event source (if known)
If the asset belongs to a user-defined group of entities, this
field displays the contexts
When the host for the event source is an asset belonging to
one or more of your asset groups, this field lists the asset
group name or names.
When the host for the event source is an asset belonging
to one or more of your networks, this field lists the
networks
A list of any users who have been active on the asset, as
detected by the asset scan, for example, with the username
and user privilege (such as admin)
(Yes/No) Whether or not IP Reputation identifies the IP
address as suspicious
List of services or applications detected on the source port
Port used by the service or application
Protocol used by the service or application
ID assigned to uniquely identify the destination device
IP address of the destination device of the event
Hostname of the event destination
Media Access Control (MAC) of the host for the event (if
known)
External or internal asset destination port for the event
The last time SPEAR components updated the destination
asset properties
Username and domain associated with the asset that
generated the event
Asset value of the asset destination if within your asset
inventory
Event destination (if known)
If the asset belongs to a user-defined group of entities, this
field displays the contexts
When the host for the event destination is an asset
belonging to one or more of your asset groups, this field lists
the asset group name or names.
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destinationNetworks

String

destinationLoggedUsers

String

destinationOtxIpReputation

String

destinationServices_Service

String

destinationServices_Port
destinationServices_Protocol
raw_log
Filename
username
password
userdata1
userdata2
userdata3
userdata4
userdata5
userdata6
userdata7
userdata8
userdata9
rule_detection

String
String
String
String
String
String
String
String
String
String
String
String
String
String
String
String

When the host for the event destination is an asset
belonging to one or more of your networks, this field lists
the networks
A list of any users who have been active on the asset, as
detected by the asset scan, for example, with the username
and user privilege (such as admin)
(Yes/No) Whether or not IP Reputation identifies the IP
address as suspicious
List of services or applications detected on the destination
port
Port used by the service or application
Protocol used by the service or application
Raw log details of the event.
(Optional) Name of file associated with the event
(Optional) The username associated with the event
(Optional) The password associated with the event
(Optional) User-created log fields (1)
(Optional) User-created log fields (2)
(Optional) User-created log fields (3)
(Optional) User-created log fields (4)
(Optional) User-created log fields (5)
(Optional) User-created log fields (6)
(Optional) User-created log fields (7)
(Optional) User-created log fields (8)
(Optional) User-created log fields (9)
(Optional) AlienVault NIDS rule used to detect the event

Table 7: V-IDS “SecurityEvents” database table schema

The second table used by the “Security Events Statistics” subcomponent is the “NetworkSensors” table that
holds information about the network sensors deployed to transfer data from the pilot networks to the SPEAR
SIEM Basis DAPS component. Table 8 presents the fields that are stored for each network sensor.
Field name
sensor_name
sensor_IP
alerts_amount

Type of field
String
String
Integer

Description
Name of the network sensor
IP of the network sensor
This field is used to track the total number of the security events that
are raised from the specific network sensor. This field is created for
statistical purposes.

Table 8: V-IDS “NetworkSensors” database table schema

The last tabled updated from this subcomponent is the “EventsStatistics” that is used to provide general
statistics to the V-IDS users. Table 9 presents the fields that are stored for the statistics of each security
event.
Field name
category
subcategory

Version: 1.0

Type of field
String
String

Description
Field that aggregates the security event based on their category
Field that aggregates the security event based on their subcategory
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total

Integer

This field is used to track the total number of the security events that
belongs to the specific category/subcategory. This field is created
for statistical purposes.
Table 9: V-IDS “EventsStatistics” database table schema

4.1.3 Security Event User Interface
The “Security Events User Interface” subcomponent is one out of three components that synthesizes the
User Interface component responsible for the user dashboards. This subcomponent consists of four
different user sections, the “Real Time”, the “Event”, the “Statistics” and the “Security Events Analytics”
sections.
Real Time – Within this section, each V-IDS user will get informed regarding the security events raised by
the BDAC and the V-IDS. The section contains two tables, a general information card and a line chart. In
Figure 4 a table that holds every security event in near real-time is presented. The table depicts several
fields of the security events, but also allows the user to get informed about every feature regarding the
security events through a separate event page. Within the table, filtering functionalities are also supported
by allowing the V-IDS user to filter the table data based on the security event date, severity level as well as
the network sensor.

Figure 4: “Real-time” security events table

The second table in the “Real Time” tab (Figure 5) presents the security events aggregated by their
subcategory giving the V-IDS user a more consolidate figure of the security events that their categories.
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Figure 5: “Real-time” grouped security events table

Figure 6 presents the general information card that offer a quick overview regarding the security events
(total events, amount of securities in with high criticality level etc.).

Figure 6: “Real-time” security events general information card

The last widget within this section is depicted in Figure 7. The system alerts line chart presents the amount
of the security events in an hourly basis. By using the datetime filter, the V-IDS user can move back and
forth the time to compare the security events amount in different dates and hours.
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Figure 7: “Real-time” system security events line chart

Security Event – This section presents the information about the selected security event. Figure 8 presents
a generic template that is used for presenting the details of the security events. The information presented
for each security events has been descripted in Table 7 in section 4.1.2.

Figure 8: “Security Event” security event description page

Statistics – This section presents general statistic information regarding the security events and the
network sensors. The statistics section developed to give an in-depth analysis of the network status to the
V-IDS users. The section contains a central controller where filters based on the date, the security events
categories and subcategories can be applied, updating the data in the visualization widgets that follows.
Moreover, the section consists of two line-charts, one bar chart, two pie charts and a general information
card. The first line chart that presents the amount of the security events in daily and hourly basis (this
Version: 1.0
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visualization widget is also presented in the “Real Time” section (Figure 7). The second line chart (Figure
9) contains historical data based on the selected security event category/subcategory. If any
category/subcategory is selected it presents aggregated information about every security event category
and subcategory.

Figure 9: "Statistics" security events historical data

The two pie charts in Figure 10 presents the amount of security events based on their categories (or
subcategories if a category is selected) and the network sensors accordingly.

Figure 10: "Statistics" security events per category and network sensor

The general information cards in Figure 6 is also presented here to give a quick view of the network status.
At last, a bar chart in Figure 11 presents the amount of the security events by aggregating them based on
their categories and subcategories.
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Figure 11: "Statistics" security events per category/subcategory

Security Events Analytics – This section was developed to provide the V-IDS user with the analysis
capability regarding the security events. The section contains a tabled that holds all security events by
presenting several of their fields. The V-IDS user can select the security events to correlated and get the
results in a dependency wheel widget (Figure 12). This dependency wheel widget will assist the user to
correlate the source IPs and the destination IPs of the selected security events, thus assess the criticality
of the network devices.

Figure 12: "Security Events Analytics" events dependence wheel diagram

4.2

Visual Analytics Component

Figure 13 presents the internal architecture and the subcomponents of the V-IDS “Visual Analytics”
component as well as the interaction of the identified V-IDS users. This component consists of the “Smart
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Grid Pre-processed data ingestion” and the “Visual Analytics sub-components” hosted in the back-end
services of the V-IDS and the “Visual Analytics User Interface” sub-component hosted in front-end
applications at the SPEAR end-users devices. It also interacts with the “User Notification” component since
it sends notifications to the V-IDS users.

Figure 13: VIDS-Visual Analytics internal architecture

The “Smart Grid pre-processed data ingestion” sub-component consists of a set of software packages client
implementations collecting data from the SPEAR SIEM Basis DAPS component. The collected data is
accessible to the “Visual Analytics User Interface” through a REST API. In details,
•

•

Elasticsearch client: The Elasticsearch client is a python-based software client collecting network flow,
application network protocol and operational data from the historic database hosted in the SPEAR
SIEM Basis DAPS component. The Elasticsearch client submits queries to the Elasticsearch instance
of the SPEAR DAPS sub-component. The Elasticsearch queries can be parametrized from the user
input, e.g. the user can select a specific data type and the time interval that wants to investigate in the
“Visual Analytics User Interface”.
Apache Kafka Consumer: The Apache Kafka client is a python implementation of an Apache Kafka
consumer. The Apache Kafka instance hosted in the SPEAR DAPS sub-component has different topics
streaming the different types of the data in the SPEAR platform.

4.2.1 Smart Grid Pre-process data ingestion
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The “Smart Grid pre-processed data ingestion” sub-component consists of a set of software packages client
implementations collecting data from the SPEAR SIEM Basis DAPS component. The collected data is
accessible to the “Visual Analytics User Interface” through a REST API. In details,
1. Elasticsearch client: The Elasticsearch client is a python-based software client collecting network flow,
application network protocol and operational data from the historic database hosted in the SPEAR
SIEM Basis DAPS component. The Elasticsearch client submits queries to the Elasticsearch instance
of the SPEAR DAPS sub-component. The Elasticsearch queries can be parametrized from the user
input, e.g. The user can select a specific data type and the date and time she/he wants to investigate
in the “Visual Analytics User Interface”.
2.

Apache Kafka Consumer: The Apache Kafka client is a python implementation of an Apache Kafka
consumer. The Apache Kafka instance hosted in the SPEAR DAPS sub-component has different
topics streaming the different data types in the SPEAR platform. The VIDS-Visual Analytics Apache
Kafka client reads the Kafka Topics to support the implementation of the real-time mode.

3.

The SPEAR SIEM Basis exposes the Asset Inventory API to the other SPEAR platform components.
The Asset Inventory API client retrieves all the asset details for the network nodes belong to the system
protected by the SPEAR platform. The Visual Analytics interface uses the asset inventory details to
create and overview of the network topology.

4.

Smart-Grid pre-processed data ingestion REST API: This is a python-flask based software package.
It implements a Flask server to support simple REST API calls and the web socket streams.

Table 10 presents the REST API endpoint that the VIDS Visual Analytics sub-component is using to retrieve
the SPEAR information and interact with the other SPEAR components. The REST API endpoint are
separated based on the functionality topics that they serve. The first two endpoints are responsible for the
real-time and historic data modes. The next four endpoints can collect and retrieve the asset details along
with their reputation values to provide metadata information in the VIDS visual analytics graph. Finally, yet
importantly, the communication channels handle the connected users in the SPEAR VIDS Visual Analytics
application and can send notification to the end-users through Instant Message applications.
Method

Parameters
needed
Realtime Mode: Real-time data stream coming from SPEAR SIEM Basis DAPS kafka topics
GET
/realtime
Real-time stream from kafka topic
kafka_topic
Historic Mode: Access to historic data coming from SPEAR SIEM Basis DAPS ELK instance
GET
/historic
Historic data streams from SPEAR
ELK_index
Platform
Assets: Collect asset inventory from the SPEAR SIEM Basis (OSSIM, nmap)
GET
/assets
This is a wrapper API. Inherited from
SPEAR SIEM Basis Asset Inventory
API.
GET
/assets
This is a wrapper API. Inherited from assetid
SPEAR SIEM Basis Asset Inventory
API.
GET
/trust
This is a wrapper API. Inherited from
SPEAR GTM API.
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GET

/trust

This is a wrapper API. Inherited from
SPEAR GTM API. Returns trust
details for an asset

Assetid

Table 7: REST API to support the functionalities of the SPEAR VIDS Visual Analytics REST API.

4.2.2 Visual Analytics
Visual Analytics Architecture
All the enterprise state of the art visual analytics solutions for cybersecurity provide a web front-end
application. For this reason, the V-IDS supports state of the art visualization libraries such as the JavaScript
libraries Chart.js [30] , D3.js [31] and VegaLiteJS [32]. The selection of these libraries was made on the
following advantages [33]. They provide a variety of data visualizations (line chart, bar chart, bubble chart,
radar chart, pie chart, doughnut chart and graph) with a flexible, customizable, and interactive way, great
rendering performance and responsiveness across all modern browsers. These libraries are also a part of
an open source community that supports the users through their documentation, updates the content with
new charts and fixes any upcoming bugs.
The “Visual Analytics” sub-component consists of a set of data, visual analytics and anomaly detection
algorithms implemented as software packages. Each algorithm is a back-end micro-service running
independently from the other algorithms. Figure 14, visualizes the layer of the Simple LSTM stack neural
network used in the Visual Analytics sub-component.
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Figure 14 - Simple LSTM NN layer stack model used in the Visual Analytics sub-component.

Visual Analytics User Interface
This section describes the Visual Analytics interface and the features, which have been developed.
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#
01

Features
Dashboard layout

02
03

Real-time/Historical Data
mode
General Network Overview

04

Widget Control

05

Interactive Visualization

06

Analytics user scenario

07

Network Topology Widget

08
09

Facilities tab
Analytics Task Monitoring

10

Register Event Form

Description
Describes the SPEAR VIDS Visual Analytics front-end dashboard
and the left and right menu sidebars.
Provides to the user the option to visualize either real time or
historical data.
Provides information about the network structure, the network
status, the problematic IPs and the active events.
Provides to the user the capability to adjust the widgets according
to all the available configurations.
Provides to the user the options of selection zoom and correlated
visualizations in the widgets.
Detects and visualizes possible cyber-attacks using anomaly
detection algorithms and visualization methods.
Describes the network topology for the selected facility and
presents information about significant identification characteristics.
Displays a summary of the available facilities for analysis.
Displays notifications for Analytics and Visualization status
change.
Provides to the security engineer the potential to create new
security events.

Table 10: A Short Description of Visual Analytics features

Dashboard Layout
The dashboard layout consists of five tiles. The first two tiles are associated with the network overview
status and are described in the Feature-03. The other three tiles visualize three types of data (operational,
network flow and application network protocol data) that are collected through the interaction with the
SPEAR SIEM basis DAPS component. The first chart is a line chart, which presents some time series data
about electricity measurements. The second tile displays information about data communication protocols
with the aid of a bubble chart and the last one tile displays network flow data through a bar chart.
Real-time/Historical Data mode
The chart widgets of the dashboard provide to the user the capability to configure the time range period of
the displayed data (Today, Last week, and Last month). In that way, the visual analytics subcomponent
should interact either with the Kafka client for the real time data collection or with the Elasticsearch client
for the historic data collection.
General Network Overview
The first tile of the dashboard layout presents information about the network status, the number of active
events, the faulty IPs and the network’s security percentage. The second tile displays more detailed
information about the network’s flow statistics (Active IP devices, Flow (bytes/s), Average Duration (sec))
and the problematic IPs name.
Widget Control
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The Visual Analytics subcomponent gives to users the potential to parameterize and adjust the widgets’
content. They are able to add new widgets in the dashboard layout, select all possible combinations of input
and parameters and visualize the data with a specific chart type. Each type of chart may be more suitable
for some types of data and desired insights than others. Additionally, the users are able to remove and edit
specific widgets or drag, drop, and resize them according to their preferences. The precondition of these
actions is the user to have selected the “Unlock” circular button in order to unlock the dashboard and
transfer it to a controllable state.
Interactive Visualization
The Visual Analytics subcomponent also provides interactive visualization. The users can:
• Click to hide/show different measurements on the same dataset,
• Click and drag to indicate common time range data among different widgets,
• Click to select a widget. Selection is indicated with a border around it,
• Zoom the widgets,
• Combine data features to visualize them in the same plot and identify the correlation between them.
Analytics user scenario
The Visual Analytics subcomponent is able to inspect multiple data sources and visualize detecting
anomalies/cyber-attacks Figure 15 through the analytics sidebar. The anomaly detection is applied through
a variety of Machine learning algorithms (Local Outlier Factor, k-partite, Sequence-to-Sequence, LSTM)
while the visualization is applied with the aid of different data visualization styles (time-series, scatter plot,
graphs, bar charts) in a given time horizon that the user selects. In that way, the user can select the most
appropriate visualization type for the specific data or analysis in an interactive way in order to explore the
available data by selecting subsets of them.

Figure 15: Anomaly detection visualizations using Machine Learning algorithms
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Network Topology Widget
The Devices tab displays the network topology (Figure 16) for the selected facility with a graph visualization
shown in that contains much information like the assets interconnection, the reputation value of each asset
collected from the GTM REST API interface and other identification characteristics such as IPs.

Figure 16: The Network Topology graph that contains information about all the assets

Facilities Tab
The Facilities tab presents a summary of the available facilities for analysis like facility name, IP, security
status shown in Figure 17.

Figure 17: A table with information about all the available facilities
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Analytics Task Monitoring
The Visual Analytics subcomponent is able to notify the users for new Visual Analysis data shown in Figure
18 in order to be integrated in the visualization charts. Additionally, all historical notifications are saved on
the Notification tab.

Figure 18: Notification messages about the algorithm status

Register Event Form
The Visual Analytics subcomponent assists the security engineer to make a decision to manually create a
security event through the VIDS event registration form shown in Figure 19 and submit it to the SPEAR
Message Bus.

Figure 19: An event registration form for security events creation
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4.2.3 Visual Statistics
Visual Statistics Architecture
The visual statistics algorithms are hosted in the back-end services of the V-IDS module and receive inputs
by connecting to the database of the SIEM Basis component through the Elasticsearch client. A specific
query is submitted periodically to Elasticsearch according to each end user, which returns several
parameters (features) over time. The recorded list of all the features is used as a time-series input to the
algorithms. The utilized models have been trained using machine learning architectures based on presampled data provided by the power plant engineers in each end user.
More specifically, for Public Power Corporation (PPC) a list of 20 features is recorded at each time interval,
depicted in the table of Figure 20.

Figure 20: List of all the features for the operational data recorded for the PPC end user.

For the second end user Schneider Electric Spain (SCHN), the time-series input includes 8 features, the
details of which are provided in Figure 21.
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Figure 21: List of all the features for the operational data recorded for the SCHN end user.

The recorded features used as input for the Centre for Research & Technology – Hellas (CERTH) end user
are depicted in the table of Figure 22.

Figure 22: List of all the features for the operational data recorded for the CERTH end user.

Finally, for the MVETS Lenishta OOD (VETS) end user, the following 5 features are recorded as shown in
Figure 23.
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Figure 23: List of all the features for the operational data recorded for the VETS end user.

The algorithms used for the visual analytics incorporate several machine learning approaches which are
presented in section 2.2, using PCA, SVD, ICA, SRP and deep architectures such as autoencoders. At
each time instant a window of the most recent recorded features of the corresponding end user is used as
input for all these methods.
To achieve the required dimensionality reduction using the autoencoders, four variations of dense deep
neural networks were introduced, each with a different number or type of layers. Adam was selected as the
optimizer, the mean squared error was used for the loss, while ReLUlu and sigmoid were selected as the
activation functions. An overview of the utilized deep neural networks is presented below in Tables 8-11.
DeepDense_AE Model4
Model: "full_autoencoder"
_________________________________________________________________
Layer (type)
Output Shape
Param #
=================================================================
input_1 (InputLayer)
(None, inputDim)
0
_________________________________________________________________
dense_1 (Dense)
(None, 128)
57728
_________________________________________________________________
dense_2 (Dense)
(None, 64)
8256
_________________________________________________________________
dense_3 (Dense)
(None, 32)
2080
_________________________________________________________________
dense_4 (Dense)
(None, lowDim)
99
_________________________________________________________________
dense_5 (Dense)
(None, 32)
128
_________________________________________________________________
dense_6 (Dense)
(None, 64)
2112
_________________________________________________________________
dense_7 (Dense)
(None, 128)
8320
_________________________________________________________________
dense_8 (Dense)
(None, inputDim)
58050
=================================================================
Total params: 136,773
Trainable params: 136,773
Non-trainable params: 0
_________________________________________________________________
Table 11: Overview of the DeepDense _AE algorithm
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FF_AE Model5
Model: "model_1"
_________________________________________________________________
Layer (type)
Output Shape
Param #
=================================================================
input_1 (InputLayer)
(None, inputDim)
0
_________________________________________________________________
dense_1 (Dense)
(None, lowDim)
1353
_________________________________________________________________
dense_2 (Dense)
(None, inputDim)
1800
=================================================================
Total params: 3,153
Trainable params: 3,153
Non-trainable params: 0
_________________________________________________________________
Table 12: Overview of the FF_AE algorithm

LSTM_AE
Model6
Model: "model_1"
_________________________________________________________________
Layer (type)
Output Shape
Param #
=================================================================
input_1 (InputLayer)
(None, inputDim, 1)
0
_________________________________________________________________
lstm_1 (LSTM)
(None, lowDim)
60
_________________________________________________________________
repeat_vector_1 (RepeatVecto (None, inputDim, 3)
0
_________________________________________________________________
lstm_2 (LSTM)
(None, inputDim, 1)
20
=================================================================
Total params: 80
Trainable params: 80
Non-trainable params: 0
_________________________________________________________________
Table 13: Overview of the LSTM_AE
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ClassicDenseSeq_AE Model7
_________________________________________________________________
Model: "sequential_1"
_________________________________________________________________
Layer (type)
Output Shape
Param #
=================================================================
dense_1 (Dense)
(None, 128)
57728
_________________________________________________________________
dense_2 (Dense)
(None, 64)
8256
_________________________________________________________________
dense_3 (Dense)
(None, lowDim)
195
_________________________________________________________________
dense_4 (Dense)
(None, 64)
256
_________________________________________________________________
dense_5 (Dense)
(None, 128)
8320
_________________________________________________________________
dense_6 (Dense)
(None, inputDim)
58050
=================================================================
Total params: 132,805
Trainable params: 132,805
Non-trainable params: 0
_________________________________________________________________

Table 14: Overview of the ClassicDenseSeq_AE

Table 15 and Table 16 and present the F1 score and the accuracy of each utilized method respectively, for
all the end users. Overall, the LSTM autoencoder demonstrated the best performance and was selected as
the default deep model for the dimensionality reduction in the visual analytics. The rest of the models are
also available in the VIDS backend and each end user can have the choice of which model will be used as
the default autoencoder. In total the user is able to choose between 5 models for the visualization in the
VIDS user interface: PCA, SVD, ICA, SRP and the default autoencoder, as explained in the next section.
CERTH
F1

VETS

PPC

SCHN

2D

3D

2D

3D

2D

3D

2D

3D

Overall

PCA

0.8351

0.8286

0.7618

0.4205

0.7879

0.0371

0.5637

0.4318

0.5833

SVD

0.8312

0.0000

0.7954

0.4172

0.7494

0.7873

0.6361

0.1597

0.5470

ICA

0.7799

0.7341

0.7291

0.5635

0.7274

0.6396

0.6573

0.0647

0.6120

SRP

0.7818

0.5801

0.6442

0.3797

0.7360

0.4583

0.7260

0.2431

0.5687

Deep Dense AE

0.8318

0.7528

0.0782

0.4089

0.7084

0.5723

0.6654

0.4318

0.5562

FF_AE

0.8468

0.8358

0.4780

0.3797

0.7257

0.8657

0.5575

0.4318

0.6401

LSTM_AE

0.6577

0.5954

0.9637

0.8819

0.8298

0.9631

0.8443

0.7815

0.8147

Classic Dense Seq
AE

0.7943

0.7740

0.3797

0.4111

0.7009

0.8501

0.5285

0.4318

0.6088

Table 15: F1 score per method for each end user.
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CERTH
ACC

VETS

PPC

SCHN

2D

3D

2D

3D

2D

3D

2D

3D

Overall

PCA

0.9220

0.9229

0.8626

0.3568

0.8571

0.6466

0.6210

0.2754

0.6831

SVD

0.9212

0.7695

0.8912

0.3881

0.8187

0.8701

0.7184

0.3999

0.7221

ICA

0.8814

0.8551

0.8357

0.6738

0.8037

0.7007

0.7615

0.5376

0.7562

SRP

0.8822

0.7178

0.7806

0.2344

0.8126

0.2973

0.8053

0.7316

0.6577

Deep Dense AE

0.9212

0.8864

0.7354

0.4207

0.7969

0.6116

0.7573

0.2754

0.6756

FF_AE

0.9280

0.9254

0.2344

0.2344

0.7861

0.9143

0.6412

0.2754

0.6174

LSTM_AE

0.7627

0.6890

0.9830

0.9500

0.7027

0.9776

0.8122

0.8491

0.8408

Classic Dense Seq
AE

0.9017

0.8881

0.2344

0.3548

0.7782

0.9085

0.7643

0.2754

0.6382

Table 16: Accuracy per method for each end user.

After executing the visual analytics, the algorithms produce a latent space in the form of a manifold in 2 or
3 dimensions. The produced output includes a colour indication at each point which is automatically
adjusted based on the distance from the statistical center of the normal data. This distance value
corresponds to the measured distance from the centroid of normal values in the reduced dimensionality
space and gives an indication of how close to normal the observed data are. The algorithms also produce
a covariance matrix showing the correlation between the recorded features over time, indicating how each
parameter influences the rest. The outputs of each algorithm along with the corresponding timestamp are
saved into the PostgreSQL database of V-IDS and are used to plot the visualization diagrams presented in
the following section. Table 17 summarizes the produced outputs.
Output
Latent space

Distance
Covariance matrix

Description
A 2- or 3-dimensional manifold with a set of points including color indication.
Potential anomalies are indicated by points having a red tint, grouped
together in the same area.
The measured distance from the statistical center of the normal data. Values
above the statistical center indicate potential anomalies.
N x N matrix showing the relation between every parameter of the operational
data, N is the number of features in each end user.
Table 17: Outputs of the visual statistics algorithms.
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Visual Statistics User Interface
The visual statistics tab offers an overview of the network condition by providing a comprehensive set of
visualization methods for the operational data, based on dimensionality reduction. Through the different
graphs provided the operator is able to observe the live status of the network traffic and detect potential
anomalies by interpreting the visual patterns. The system also allows the user to observe the status of the
network at previous dates utilizing the historical data stored in the V-IDS database. This functionality
enables the operator to have a simultaneous overview of the live and historical status, allowing a
straightforward comparison between them. The live diagrams are updated every minute according to the
incoming operational data through the Elasticsearch connection. As depicted in Figure 24, the user can
choose between 5 different visualization models and select the representation in either 2 or 3 dimensions.
The analytics are executed once the representation has been selected.

Figure 24: Live and historical data controls for the visual statistics

The first diagram presented is a line-chart displaying the anomaly score of the operational data over time,
as depicted in Figure 25. The red horizontal line represents the threshold of normal values, calculated as
the statistical centre of the normal data. The black line represents the distance from this threshold, indicating
how close to normal the incoming traffic is at each time instant. There are 2 such diagrams offered, one for
the live operational data and one for historical data stored in the VIDS database. In the latter, the user can
select a time window (i.e. 3 hours) and scroll through the diagram, observing the anomaly score over that
window throughout the day.
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Figure 25: Anomaly score line chart over time. The values below the red line correspond to normal data and
the ones above indicate potential anomalies.

The graphs presented in next are scatter plots depicting the reduced dimensionality space of the operational
data. Here the user can choose between a representation in either 2 or 3 dimensions, with the options
offered again for both live and historical data. At each time instant, the live scatter plot displays the current
status of the network, after executing the visual statistics algorithms using the most recent operational data
received from Elasticsearch. In the case of the historical data, the scatter plot represents the status of the
grid throughout the whole selected date. The visual patterns formed in these diagrams allow the operator
to observe the network’s status and determine anomalies by looking at the position and tint of the projected
points. As demonstrated in the examples of Figure 26 and Figure 27, potential anomalies are showcased
by grouped points having a red tint.

Figure 26: Scatter plot of the 2D data representation of the recorded features. In this case, points having a
blue tint, located to the left correspond to normal data, while red points to the right indicate potential anomalies.
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Figure 27: Scatter plot of the 3D data representation of the recorded features. In this case, points having a
blue tint, located towards the middle correspond to normal data, while points with a red tint at the sides indicate
potential anomalies.

The final visualization in Figure 28 is offered in the form of a dependency wheel diagram which displays the
correlation between the recorded features of the operational data. A higher line width indicates a stronger
influence between the corresponding features. The user can hover at each line and observe the actual
value of the connection. Values close to “0.05” indicate no correlation, while values close to “1” recommend
strong relation. As with the case of the scatter plot, the live dependency diagram shows the status
corresponding to the most recent operational data at each time instant. The historical diagram displays the
average value throughout the selected date for each connection, as calculated in the VIDS backend
services.
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Figure 28: Dependency wheel diagram showing the recorded features correlation. Higher line width
indicates a stronger relation between the features

All the diagrams in the visual statistics tab have options that allow the user to view them in full screen,
export the figures in the preferred vector format, or download a spreadsheet with the table data.

4.3

Network Asset Component

This component is devoted in the connections between the V-IDS, the GTM and SIEM Basis. The data
transferred between these components refers to the network assets and the asset management. Figure 29
depicts the “Network Asset” component internal architecture as well as the connections between the other
SPEAR components. In the following subsections, the Network Asset subcomponents are presented and
analysed.
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Figure 29: Network Asset Component internal architecture

4.3.1 Asset Ingestion
The “Asset Ingestion” subcomponent is used as the entry point for the V-IDS “Network Asset” component
since it undertakes the incoming and the outcoming data between the V-IDS, the GTM and the SIEM Basis.
GTM – Is responsible to determine the reliability and the integrity of the network assets thus it provides this
information to the V-IDS users to help them proactive react to upcoming threats and attacks. V-IDS hosts
information regarding the network assets and their reputations since it provides a centralized user
dashboard for the SPEAR SIEM Basis as a whole. However, V-IDS deploys a two-way communication with
the GTM since the V-IDS user can configure the thresholds for each asset reputation score and its
reputation changing rate. In addition, V-IDS can request historical reputation data for a network asset in a
specific date through a dedicated RESTful API. These four different communication cases are descripted
bellow:
1. A RESTful API that it is used by the GTM every time the reputation value and the reputation change
speed for a network asset recalculated. In that case, GTM sends the updated data to the V-IDS.
2. A RESTful API used by the GTM every time a new GTM system alert is raised. These alerts are
produced by the core functions of the GTM component regarding the general status of the network
assets. For example, when several assets are compromised, the GTM should send an alert to the VIDS user about the status of the network. These GTM system alerts will reach the V-IDS user through
the “User Notification” component described in section 4.4.
3. A RESTful API that is used by the V-IDS user to request the historical reputation values for a network
asset and date.
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4. A RESTful API by which the V-IDS user can configure the threshold values for a network asset
reputation value and the reputation value change rate.
Table 19Table 18 presents the REST API endpoint that the V-IDS is using to exchange data with GTM
component. The table present a short description of the APIs as well as the component (V-IDS or GTM)
that implements this service indicating the data exchange direction.
Method

URI

API Description

Parameters
needed

POST

/devices/gtmalerts-api

Used
by
the
GTM
component
to
send
reputation values and the
reputation change speed
for the network asset

POST

/devices/gtmalerts-api

POST

/historic_data_by_timestamp

POST

/asset_alert_inventory

Used
by
the
GTM
component to send GTM
system alerts
Used by the V-IDS user to
request
historical
reputation values for a
network asset
Used by the V-IDS user to
configure the network
asset reputation value and
the
reputation
value
change rate thresholds

node_id,
node_ip_address,
asset_location,
reputation_value,
reputation_change
_speed,
timestamp,
asset_value,
alert
alert_timestamp,
alert_text,
devices (list)
node_id,
starting_date,
ending_date
node_id,
reputation_value_t
hreshold,
reputation_value_t
hreshold
_change_speed

Component
hosting the
service
V-IDS

V-IDS

GTM

GTM

Table 18: REST APIs for the V-IDS and GTM communications

SIEM Basis – Performs a periodically network asset discovery allowing the V-IDS user to get informed
about new network assets identified in the network. The data received from the SIEM Basis, are
complementary with the data received from the GTM.
Table 19 holds the fields that are hosted by the V-IDS regarding any network asset. In the last column of
the table, the components that needs these data are also presented.
Field name
Node ID

Type of field
String

Node MUID

String
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Node ID used by the
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the network asset
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Network IP Address

IP

Network ID

String

Reputation Value

Float (default value –
100)

Reputation
Speed

Float (default value –
0.0)

Change

Timestamp

Datetime

Asset Value

Integer

First Seen

Datetime

Last Seen

Datetime

OS Name

String

Alert

String

Reputation
Threshold

Value

Float

Reputation
Value
Change Threshold

Float

Risk

String
“Low” if the network
asset value is between
0 and 1, “Medium” if the
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Network
sensor
IP
address
A unique identifier of the
network, generated by a
network sensor
Network asset reputation
as it is exported by the
GTM
The speed with which a
network asset changes its
reputation value
The date and time GTM
updated the data for the
specific record
Asset value of the asset
source if within your asset
inventory
(same
as
Security Events)
The date and the time the
network
asset
was
detected by the network
sensor
The last date and time the
network
sensor
has
identify
the
specific
network asset
The
network
asset’s
operational system based
on the asset discovery
This field will be filled in
case there is a new alert
generated for the specific
network asset and should
be sent to the VIDS user.
The threshold of the
reputation value that will
be used from the GTM to
raise a network asset
alert.
The threshold rate of the
reputation value that will
be used from the GTM to
raise a network asset
alert.
This field is populated
based on the incoming
data coming from the
GTM and it is used by the
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GTM

GTM
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SIEM Basis
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GTM, VIDS

GTM, VIDS

VIDS
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Name

network asset value is
between is 2 and 3,
“High” if the network
asset value is between
4 and 5
String (initial value –
Node ID)

VIDS
for
reason.

statistical

This field is added from
the VIDS and it is
presented as an editable
field a user can use to
provide a friendly name to
a specific network asset

VIDS

Table 19: V-IDS “NetworkAssets” database table schema

The data coming either from the GTM or the SIEM Basis, after the data credibility check will be forwarded
to the “Asset Statistics” subcomponent.

4.3.2 Asset statistics
The incoming data coming from the SIEM Basis and the GTM components are forwarded in the “Asset
Statistics” subcomponent. This subcomponent will undertake to store the network asset information in the
V-IDS database and update the network assets statistics tables.
Thus, the “Asset Statistics” subcomponent updates four different tables from the V-IDS service. The
“NetworkAssets _assets” table already described on section 4.3.1 (Table 19), holds information regarding
the incoming network assets.
The second table used by the “Asset Statistics” subcomponent is the “NetworkAssetsAlerts” table that holds
the alerts raised by any asset. Table 20 presents the fields that are stored for each network asset alert.
Field name
network_asset_id

Type of field
String (FK)

alert_text

String

alerts_timestamp

Datetime

Description
Foreign key to the network asset
ID
The main body of the raised
network asset alert
The date and the time the
network asset alert created

Table 20: V-IDS “NetworkAssetsAlerts” database table schema

The third table, namely the “GTMAlerts” table that holds the alerts raised by the core functions of the GTM
component. Table 21 presents the fields that are stored for each GTM alert.

Field name
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alert_timestamp

Datetime

alert_text

String

network_assets

List of strings

The date and the time the GTM
component alert created
The main body of the raised
GTM component alert
This list contains the network
assets IDs contained to the
GTM component alert

Table 21: V-IDS “GTMAlerts” database table schema

The last table (Table 22) the “Asset Statistics” subcomponent updates is the “NetworkAssetsStatistics”
table. This table is used to provide general statistics to the V-IDS users thus it aggregates the incoming
information based on the network assets operational system. presents the fields that are stored for this
purpose.

Field name
network_asset_os

Type of field
String

total_network_assets

Integer

high_criticality_assets

Integer

medium_criticality_assets

Integer

low_criticality_assets

Integer

Description
Is used as an aggregation field
to track every network asset
based on its operational system
This field is used to track the
total number of the network
assets withing the specific
operational system
This field is used to track the
total number of the network
assets withing the specific
operational system but also
considered in a high level of
critical situation (network asset
value is between 4-5)
This field is used to track the
total number of the network
assets withing the specific
operational system but also
considered in a medium level of
critical situation (network asset
value is between 2-3)
This field is used to track the
total number of the network
assets withing the specific
operational system but also
considered in a non-critical
situation (network asset value is
between 0-1)

Table 22: V-IDS “NetworkAssetsStatistics” database table schema
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4.3.3 Asset User Interface
The “Asset User Interface” subcomponent is used to present the network assets data to the V-IDS users.
This subcomponent consists of four different user sections, the “Real Time”, the “Network Asset”, the
“Statistics” and the “Network Asset Analytics” sections.
Real Time – Within this section, each V-IDS user will get informed regarding the network assets coming
from SIEM Basis and the GTM components. The section contains three tables and the “Asset Discovery”
button group that fetches the network assets identified from the SIEM Basis. In Figure 30 a table that holds
all the network assets in near real-time is presented. The table depicts a selection of fields for every network
asset while the V-IDS user can filter the tabled based on the network assets severity level. This table also
provides the user with a more detailed figure regarding the network assets by visiting a separate asset
page.

Figure 30: “Real-time” network assets table

The second table in Figure 31 presents the network assets aggregated by their network ID giving the VIDS user a more consolidate figure of the network assets categories.

Figure 31: “Real-time” grouped network assets by network ID table

The last table, which is depicted in Figure 32, holds the raised alerts coming from the core functionalities
of the GTM component.
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Figure 32: "Real-time” incoming GTM alerts table

Network Asset – This section presents the information about the selected network assets. Figure 33
presents a generic template that is used for presenting the details for each network asset. The network
asset information that are presented in this template, has been descripted in Table 19 at section 4.3.1. In
addition, the specific template, presents the network assets alerts (Table 20 section 4.3.2), thus allowing
the V-IDS user to examine the historical reputation data by selecting a data from the date picker widget.
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Figure 33: "Network Asset” network asset description page

Statistics – This section presents general statistic information regarding the network assets. This section
was developed to give an in-depth analysis of the network status and the network assets to the V-IDS users
thus it will also improve their decision making. The section contains a three pie charts, two bar charts and
a general information card. Figure 34 depicts the first pie chart that presents the amount of network assets
per risk (High, Medium, Low).
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Figure 34: "Statistics" amount of network assets per risk

The second pie chart contains information regarding the amount of network assets per operational systems
to indicate the most vulnerable operational system within the network. The last pie chart presents the
amount of the raised alerts per networks assets. These pie charts are presented in Figure 35.

Figure 35: "Statistics" amount of network assets per OSs and alerts amount per network asset

The first bar chart presents the amount of network assets per network ID while the second presents the
average reputation value per network ID (Figure 36).
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Figure 36: "Statistics" amount of network assets per network ID and average reputation value per network ID

Finally, the general information cards in Figure 37 gives a quick overview of the network status and the
network assets. It contains information regarding the total amount of network assets, the assets’ alerts, the
total amount of assets aggregated by their severity levels.

Figure 37: “Real-time” network assets general information card

Assets Analytics – This section was developed to provide the VIDS user with the analysis capability
regarding the network assets. The section contains a table that holds the networks assets by presenting
several of their fields. The VIDS user can select the network assets for further analysis and get the results
in both a network graph widget, and a gauge widget (Figure 38). The network graph presents an overview
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of the network based on the network IDs and the network assets. From the other hand the gauge widget
presents the average network reputation value for the selected assets.

Figure 38: "Asset Analytics" network map and average network reputation value

4.4

User Notification

The “User Notification” component, presented in Figure 39, is devoted on the V-IDS user notification
mechanism. This mechanism will assist the V-IDS users to timely counteract in case they are not logged in
the V-IDS dashboard. Each V-IDS user can configure the notification preference to receive or not receive
notifications. In the first case the V-IDS user should also indicates the notification method (Email, Instance
Messaging Application) and the circumstance a notification will arise.

Figure 39: User Notification Component internal architecture

There are three different cases a V-IDS can receive a notification:
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1. A new security event arises from the Message Bus.
2. A new GTM core alert comes from the GTM component.
3. Daily report regarding the network status.
The V-IDS support two different notification mechanisms:
1. Notification through an email
2. Notification through instant message application (WhatsApp and Viber)
In order to successfully receive these notifications, the V-IDS use should also update his/her personal
information in the profile section of the V-IDS dashboard. Figure 40, presents the user options on the VIDS dashboard.

Figure 40: User notification component, user profile settings

5.

Visual IDS prototype deployment

This section describes the deployment of the V-IDS prototype offering the necessary information for both
its implementation and its deployment. In section 4 Visual IDS Design & Architecture Implementation a
conceptual view has been provided, whereas in this section the focus has been shifted on the specific
technologies needed for the deployment phase. Information for both the V-IDS Dashboard and the Visual
Analytics are provided.
V-IDS Dashboard
For the development of the V-IDS dashboard the Django framework [34] has been chosen; a widely used
framework developed in Python programming language offering interoperability with different technologies
either in the back-end either on the front-end. The data that are forwarded from the other SPEAR’s
components as well as the data produced by the V-IDS itself are stored in the PostgreSQL database [35].
PostgreSQL is preferred since it’s an advanced, enterprise class open source relational database that
supports both SQL (relational) and JSON (non-relational) querying. Thus, the V-IDS data are safely stored
since PostgreSQL ensure data resilience, integrity, and correctness. In addition, a Nginx server [36] will
undertake to host the V-IDS service. Nginx handles the requests from the browser and serves web pages
in response to browser request. Since, Nginx is responsible to server static files to the browser’s request,
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such as HTML, CSS and images, Gunicorn [37] is used to connect the dynamic elements coming from the
Python Django framework through a web server gateway interface (WSGI). Figure 41, presents the way
the Nginx operates along with the Gunicorn to server the V-IDS service deployed as a Django service.

Figure 41: V-IDS deployment infrastructure

Within the deployment infrastructure, V-IDS should periodically execute several internal procedures for the
proper operation of various functionalities, such as the Visual Analytics Statistics, the messaging between
the internal subcomponents and the daily report in the User Notification component. Thus, Redis Server
[38], a message broker similar to Apache KAFKA, will be used as an extra internal module that to
orchestrate these functionalities.
For the development and the deployment of the V-IDS front-end, several libraries and frameworks is used.
jQuery [39], a JavaScript library simplifies the communication between the front-end components
(visualization widgets, controllers etc.) but also undertakes the communication between the front-end
components with the back-end functionalities (e.g. AJAX callbacks). For the creations of the front-end
visualization, jQuery and JavaScript libraries like DataTables [40] and Highcharts [41] are also used to
transform the data into useful information.
To deploy the visual analytics algorithms, Scikit-learn [42] a software machine learning library for the Python
programming language is used. Visual analytics algorithms are described in section 4.2.3.
V-IDS Visual Analytics
The V-IDS Visual analytics sub-component is a web application hosted in a server. From a user perspective,
the web application is accessible through a URL address. At this point, the pre-requisites and the installation
requirements are as minimum as just the availability of any modern web browser installed in the client
machine.
However, the installation of the V-IDS-Visual Analytics subcomponent in the server side is more
complicated. The V-IDS-Visual Analytics component is an AngularJS [43] application. AngularJS
implements a modern Model-View-Controller (MVC) framework and is ideal for one-page web applications
such as Visual Analytics dashboards. The selected AngularJS version is 1.7.9 since the application skeleton
was based on this version. The necessary dependencies are described in the respective “package.json”
file of the web application. Few of the dependencies described in the “package.json” file include the D3JS
[31], ChartJS [30], VegaLiteJS [32] for visualizations, the Angular-Material [44] for the dashboard and UI-
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elements, GridstackJS [45] for the dashboard tile customisation and Angular-RouteJS for the presentation
and management of the dashboard as one single webpage.
Finally, the installation of the V-IDS-Visual Analytics sub-component requires the libraries Node.js (v10.+)
[46]and npm (v6.+) [47]. Once these libraries are installed the command “npm install” is sufficient to install
all the V-IDS-Visual Analytics dependencies coming from the “package.json” file. The deployment of the
web application has been automated with the development of task target tools such as the “Gulp.js”.
“Gulp.js” simplifies the packaging of the necessary files for the deployment of the web application with just
the execution of the target command “gulp build”. Once the gulp task command is executed, a folder is
created containing all the necessary files to host the V-IDS-Visual Analytics subcomponent to a web
application NginX server. Once these files are hosted in the web application server environment the V-IDSVisual Analytics subcomponent is up and running.
The rest of the section is divided into two parts, the subsection 5.1 provides detailed information about the
installation of the V-IDS and the subsection 5.2 presents the version control methodology that has been
used for the development of the components.

5.1 Prerequisites and installation
V-IDS has been implemented as a virtual appliance (.ova file) that can be used with multiple hypervisors,
such as VMware Workstation, VirtualBox, Proxmox Virtual Environment, Citrix Hypervisor, etc. In particular,
the following minimum system requirements should be met to install V-IDS.
•
•
•
•

2xCPU cores
4xGB Random Access Memory (RAM)
250GB Hard Disk Drive (HDD)
One of the available hypervisors supported Open Virtual Appliance (OVA) file (e.g., Oracle
VirtualBox, VMware Workstation, VMware Player, VMware ESX, Proxmox Virtual Environment,
etc.).

The V-IDS virtual machine is characterised by the following requirements.
•
•
•
•

2x virtual CPU cores
1xGB RAM
40GB HDD
Lubuntu 18.04

It is worth noting that the aforementioned requirements are only the minimum requirements and may not
be optimal if V-IDS interacts with multiple communications points and generates a huge volume of logs.
Using as an example, the Oracle VirtualBox hypervisor, the following steps can be followed in order to
install V-IDS. The installation process should be adapted accordingly based on the hypervisor choice.
Step 1: From the tab named “File” of the Oracle VirtualBox, click the option called “Import Appliance…” as
illustrated in the following image.
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Figure 42: Import Appliance via Oracle VirtualBox

Step 2: From the new window, insert the location of the provided V-IDS OVA file, as depicted in the following
image. Next, click the option “Next”.

Figure 43: Location of the V-IDS OVA file

Step 3: From the new window, click the option “Import”, as depicted in the following image, using the
predefined options.
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Figure 44: Import the OVA file of V-IDS, thus creating the corresponding virtual machine

Step 4: Wait VirtualBox to finalise the creation process of the V-IDS virtual machine, as illustrated in the
following image.

Figure 45: Wait VirtualBox to finalize the creation process of the V-IDS VM

Step 5: Start the V-IDS virtual machine by choosing the corresponding VM and clicking the Start button, as
depicted in the following image.
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Figure 46: V-IDS VM

Step 6: Use the following credentials for login, as illustrated in the following image:
Username: user
Password: user

Figure 47: V-IDS credentials
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5.2

Source Code Repository

For the development of the V-IDS service the main version control system used during the development is
Git version control system (VCS) and modern software development techniques were followed such as
clean master branches accessed by pull requests, code quality reviews, testing and continuous integration.
The V-IDS code is divided in two different Git repositories.
In the case of V-IDS Dashboard, private corporate GitHub repository [48] was used since the proprietary
source code follows SH copyright license.
CERTH-ITI development team is using the GitLab Inc. services [49] for the development, documentation,
integration and deployment of the VIDS-Visual Analytics source code. The repository is not publicly
available, and the proprietary source code follows CERTH copyright license. The source code repository
can be shared and access after an agreement with CERTH-ITI and the source code authors.
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6.

Visual IDS unit testing

This section describes the unit tests executed during the development of “T3.3 - Open Visual-aided
Intrusion Detection” components. The goal of the unit test cases was to test the integrity, the functionality
and inter-communication of the V-IDS sub-components and also ensure the connectivity with other SPEAR
components.
Based on the assessment methodology defined in D2.3 [50], “Unit test plans will be developed during the
implementation phase of the project. All individual units of the SPEAR solution will be tested to determine
if they are operational and if they meet their specifications.”
Therefore, in this deliverable unit test cases have been defined and implemented for the components
developed within D3.3, namely the components previously described in section 4 Visual IDS Design &
Architecture Implementation. The unit test cases are referencing system functional and non-functional
requirements defined in D2.2 [2]; those system requirements have been previously elicited from the user,
security and privacy requirements defined in D2.1 [1].
The details of the performed test cases and their results are shown below in Table 23 displaying a brief
description of the unit tests of the VIDS-Visual Analytics sub-component, the requirements under test and
the test results. In Appendix, there are tables with detailed explanation of the unit tests executed for the
VIDS-Visual Analytics.
Test Case
ID

Description

Requirement

Results

VIDS_001

Test the data transfer and the
interconnection of V-IDS with GTM
component

F01, F04, F05,
F07, F31, F33

PASS.

Present the data transferred from the
GTM component to a dedicated
section of the V-DIS dashboard

F02, F04, F05,
F17, F26, F28,
F30, F31, F32

PASS.

Test the data display, data transfer
and the interconnection between the
V-IDS and the Message Bus

F17, F02, F05,
F07, F18, F29

PASS.

V-IDS authentication mechanism

F19

PASS.

VIDS_002

VIDS_003

VIDS_004

This test case will be
executed also in the pilot.

This test case will be
executed also in the pilot.

This test case will be
executed also in the pilot.

This test case will be
executed also in the pilot.
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VIDS_005

V-IDS user notification mechanism

F20

PASS.
This test case will be
executed also in the pilot.

VIDS_006

V-IDS user roles

F21, F22, F25

PASS.
This test case will be
executed also in the pilot.

VIDS_007

VIDS_008

VIDS_009

V-IDS local database for user
authentication /authorization

F23, NF04

V-IDS receives data from the
Message Bus in near real-time

F27

V-IDS system limitations

F32, NF08

PASS.
This test case will be
executed also in the pilot.
PASS.
This test case will be
executed also in the pilot.
PASS.
This test case will be
executed also in the pilot.

TC-VA-01

TC-VA-02

TC-VA-03

Version: 1.0

Test the data transfer and the
interconnection of V-IDS with SPEAR
SIEM basis.

F04, F28

PASS.

Test the data analytics functionality of
V-IDS Analytics.

F02, F05, F17,
F30, F31

PASS.

Test the visualization functionality of
V-IDS Analytics.

F02, F26, F28,
F30

PASS.

This test case will be
executed also in the pilot.
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TC-VA-04

TC-VA-05

TC-VA-06

Test the V-IDS Analytics user
parametrization.

F04, F25, F28

PASS.

Test network’s asset protection and
visualization.

F01, F04, F05,
F07, F33

PASS.

Test the web application compatibility.

F24, NF01

PASS.

This test case will be
executed also in the pilot.

This test case will be
executed also in the pilot.

This test case will be
executed also in the pilot.
Table 23: Brief description of the unit tests
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7.

Innovation summary

The SPEAR V-IDS actively engages security engineers, facility operators and non-technical end-users
offering a user-friendly and clean environment. The V-IDS integrates visualization techniques into the
existing IDS log-based solutions, allowing end-users to create and store new threats that have been
identified during the human supervision. Threats that have been identified due to their graphical
representation, instead of being produced as simple traffic log where the human intervention is not possible.
Furthermore, the V-IDS has the capability to be deployed on top of the current security infrastructure,
without removing any of the functionalities that are offered from the current SIEM tools.
The innovative aspect of VIDS Visual Analytics tool is reflected via the Anomaly Detection algorithmic
approaches that have been developed and the dynamic visualization charts that represent the results. The
knowledge of innovative Machine learning algorithms [11] is combined with interactive and customizable
visualizations through the communication and interoperability with other SPEAR components. Specifically,
the data analytics algorithms contain an inventory of state-of-the-art analytics methods, which can be used
by users to extract high-level knowledge and inferences from real time and historical data. The supported
data analytics methods include anomaly detection predictive models that are capable to identify possible
cyber-security threats, patterns of interest, correlations, and groups of entities with similar characteristics.
As far as, the visualization component concerned, it provides a set of unique visualization methods that
applied over large amounts of data and reflect the Anomaly Detection algorithms results. As far as, the
visualization component is concerned, it provides a set of unique visualization methods that are applied
over large amounts of data and reflect the Anomaly Detection algorithms’ results. Novel contributions were
made on that regard by introducing new dimensionality reduction models for the visualization based on
deep architectures. The developed approaches are based on modified Autoencoders considering LSTM
architectures and time windows and are able to offer real-time comprehensive results for the timely
detection of security issues through the presented visual patterns.
The introduction of visualization into cyber-security is still a scientific field on its early stages thus there is
plenty room for research and innovation. Specifically, the innovations aspects of the V-IDS on
technical/research level can be summarized into the following four points:
•
•
•
•

Integration of visualization techniques into existing IDS
Enable new archiving capabilities produced from visual representations
Combine anomaly detection algorithms with novel visualization techniques
Introduction of dimensionality reduction models for visualization based on deep architectures

Apart from the progress that has been achieved in terms of research with the deployment of ML algorithms
in the cybersecurity context and the implementation of novel VA algorithms, the V-IDS has significant
market potential. Visualization techniques for the cybersecurity domain is still on an early stage, thus the
V-IDS offers a competitive advantage for both the technical partners engaged in the development its
development and also to the end-users, offering a state-of-the-art service that can enhance their current
cybersecurity infrastructure.
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8.

Conclusions

This deliverable presented the current implementation of the functional and working prototypes for the
Visual-IDS including both network visualization techniques and advanced visual analytics, which comprise
the visualization capabilities of the SPEAR platform. Specifically, the document summarized the state-ofthe-art visualization techniques in the field of cybersecurity, illustrated how the end-users’ requirements
have been met, presented the V-IDS design and the implementation of its architecture, provided instructions
for the deployment of the V-IDS prototype, demonstrated the platform’s robustness through the execution
of a series of unit tests, and finally stressed the innovation of the V-IDS platform highlighting its unique
features. Regarding future work for the visualization methods, the goal is to improve the performance of the
algorithms, by considering approaches that do not require extended training based on deep learning
clustering solutions as well.
The outcome of this deliverable is an instrument for the close engagement of the end users in the
development of the V-IDS platform. The results produced in the project the last 18 months have been
achieved through a user-oriented development approach, which involved the continuous engagement of
security operators, smart-home users, energy technicians and researchers creating a useful visualization
tool capable to increase the cybersecurity in critical infrastructures. Based on the conceptual view of the
platform visualisation components and the constant engagement of the end-users, a better understanding
of the requirements for the visualization services is achieved, integrating development requests which is
reflected on the final deliverable. The outcome of the deliverable can be summarized into five points
presenting both the research taking place for the development of the visualization algorithms and the
software engineering approach for the development of the V-IDS platform:
•
•
•
•
•

Literature review for the existing visualization techniques in the cybersecurity domain
Development of novel visualization algorithms.
V-IDS design and implementation following a user-oriented development approach.
Analysis and coverage of the end-users’ requirements.
Detailed unit testing on the V-IDS functionalities.

This deliverable was based on the analysis of the work performed in Tasks 2.1 and 2.2 defining the user,
security and privacy requirements, and the system specifications and architecture, respectively. The
requirements stated in the aforementioned tasks have been taking into consideration, creating a service inline to the initial design. The software produced from this task will be integrated with the rest of the SPEAR
components in WP6 (Integration and Deployment).
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Appendix
Test Case ID

VIDS_001

Component

Visual-aided IDS

Description

The SPEAR V-IDS offers a dedicated section for the network’s asset protection,
evaluation and visualization. Data processed from the GTM are presented and
visual displayed offering a complete overview of the network’s assets.

Req ID

F01, F04, F05, F07, F31,
F33

Priority

High

Prepared by

SH, CERTH

Tested by

SH

Pre-condition(s)

- The V-IDS dashboard is up and running.
- The GTM component is up and running.
- The Message Bus is up and running.
- The current logged in user has the required visualisation privileges (can
access the specific tab).

Test steps
1

The GTM receives data from the Message Bus and re-calculates the reputations values for the
network assets listed in the security events

2

GTM sends data through API to the V-IDS

3

Navigate to the Visualization tab in the V-IDS dashboard

4

Click on the Asset Management tab

5

Observe the updated values for the specific network assets

Input data

Data received from the deployed sensors in the scenarios’ infrastructure.

Result

The data are displayed in the form of table indicating node id, IP address, asset
location, reputation, reputation change, timestamp and asset value.
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Test Case Result

Achieved

Test Case ID

VIDS_002

Description

The V-IDS connects with the SIEM Basis and receives the operational data
transmitted over time. The connection is established through a call to Elastic
Search, according to the corresponding end user. After receiving the operational
data, the V-IDS offers an overview of the network status by providing a complete
visualisation through several visual methods. Through the different graphs
provided, the system operator is able to observe potential anomalies that exist in
the traffic in a comprehensive way.

Req ID

F02, F04, F05, F17,
F26, F28, F30, F31,
F32

Priority

High

Prepared by

0INF, CERTH

Tested by

0INF

Pre-condition(s)

- The V-IDS dashboard is up and running.

Component

Visual-aided IDS

- The SIEM Basis is up and running.
- Intentional anomalies have been added to the operational data.
- The connection with the SIEM Basis through Elastic Search has been
established.
- The anomaly detection models are available.
- The current logged in user has the required visualisation privileges (can
access the specific tab).
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Test steps
1

Navigate to the Visualization tab in the V-IDS dashboard.

2

Click on the Statistics tab.

3

Select a visualization model.

4

Select dimensional representation to execute the analytics.

5

Observe the overview of the traffic, the detected anomalies and the incoming data feature
correlation.

Input data

Operational data from Elastic Search for the specific end user.

Result

indicating with red dots the anomalies in the traffic. A line chart visualising the
overall anomaly score over time is also displayed, with a redline demonstrating
the threshold below which the values correspond to normal data and the ones
above potential anomalies. Finally, the system displays a dependency wheel
diagram, visualising the correlation among the recorded features of the
incoming traffic and indicating how strong the influence is among them.

Test Case Result

The V-IDS connects successfully with the SIEM Basis through Elastic Search
and is able to receive operational data. After execution of the visual analytics
algorithms, the dashboard presents the status through the different visualisation
methods and displays the potential anomalies correctly.

Test Case ID

VIDS_003
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Description

The V-IDS communicates with the message bus receiving security events that
are displayed with a series of ways offering a complete overview of the system’s
status.
The V-IDS can identify a DoS attack as it receives on -almost- real time the
security events from the deployed sensor. If the incoming traffic is very high the
security administrator can easily identify a DoS attack.

Req ID

F17, F02, F05, F07, F18,
F29

Priority

High

Prepared by

SH

Tested by

SH

Pre-condition(s)

- The V-IDS dashboard is up and running.
- The Message Bus is up and running.
- The connection with the Message Bus through Apache KAFKA has been
established.
- The current logged in user has the required visualisation privileges (can
access the specific tab).

Test steps
1

A SIEM Basis component (BDAC/SIEM Basis/V-IDS) pushes a new securityevent to the
Message Bus

2

Navigate to the Security Events tab in the V-IDS dashboard

3

Observe the new entries in the Security Events table

Input data

Data received from the Message Bus

Result

The data received from the message bus are displayed in real time as security
events showing information such date of the event, category, subcategory,
source IP, destination IP and event risk.
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The user can choose to further examine an suspicious event and have access
to further information if selects the choice on the right column, which open a
new window revealing more information about the specific event.

In a case a DoS attack is received it is presented in the sub-category column as
DoS attack.
Test Case Result

Achieved.

Test Case ID

VIDS_004

Description

The V-IDS offers an authentication mechanism blocking unauthorized users from
entering the system.

Req ID

F19

Priority

High

Prepared by

SH

Tested by

SH

Pre-condition(s)

- The V-IDS dashboard is up and running.

Component

Visual-aided IDS

- An account has been created for the user.
Test steps
1

Without been logged-in to the V-IDS, the user visits the login page of the V-IDS

2

The user enters the given credentials.

Input data

The url of the V-IDS

Result

The login page is opened asking credentials for entering.
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Test Case Result

Achieved - If an non logged in user try to visit a specific V-IDS view, the system
will redirect him to the login page.

Test Case ID

VIDS_005

Description

Every V-IDS user can configure the system to receive notifications via IM
applications (WhatsApp, Viber) or an email.

Req ID

F20

Priority

High

Prepared by

SH

Tested by

SH

Pre-condition(s)

- The V-IDS dashboard is up and running.

Component

Visual-aided IDS

- The current logged in user has the required visualisation privileges (can
access the specific tab). Right now, every user has access to the user
notification tab.
Test steps
1

The user logs in to the V-IDS and navigates to the user profile page

2

The V-IDS user completes his personal information and enabled the communication mechanism
from his profile. The available notification methods and the incidents that trigger user
notifications are described in section 4.4.
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3

A new incident that will trigger a new user notification is created (e.g. a new security event)

4

A new message is sent to the V-IDS user informing about the new incident

Input data

A new security event coming from the Message Bus

Result

The V-IDS user receives a notification via an IM application (WhatApp)

Test Case Result

Achieved

Test Case ID

VIDS_006
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Description

The V-IDS offers different roles with different permission rights creating a solid
sense of accountability. Each user has a specific role and an unauthorized use
cannot access the V-IDS.

Req ID

F21, F22, F25

Priority

High

Prepared by

SH

Tested by

SH

Pre-condition(s)

- The V-IDS dashboard is up and running.
- The current logged in user has the required visualisation privileges (can
access the specific tab).

Test steps
1

The security creates a new V-IDS user through the User Creation form and assign a role to the
new use

2

A registration email will be sent to the user email in order to verify his account (select also a
password).

3

The user logs in to the V-IDS.

Input data
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Result

Different views for different V-IDS user role (left - SPEAR Security Engineer,
right - SPEAR Facility Operator)

Test Case Result

Achieved
Each user is assigned to a V-IDS user role with different access privileges.

Test Case ID

VIDS_007

Component

Visual-aided IDS

Description

The V-IDS Dashboard has local database for authentication purposes which is
independent from other SPEAR components.

Req ID

F23, NF04

Priority

High

Prepared by

SH

Tested by

SH

Pre-condition(s)

- The V-IDS dashboard is up and running.

Test steps
1

The system administrator accesses the admin panel of the V-IDS dashboard

2

Assures that the table user profile exists

3

Assures that there are rows in the table (users in the database)

Input data

Insertions to the VIDS database.

Result

The user who have access to the system are shown in the table user profiles.
The database is located to the same server with the VIDS dashboard.
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Test Case Result

Achieved

Test Case ID

VIDS_008

Description

The V-IDS dashboard is automatically updated in order to receive new data from
the message bus. The ajax update takes place every 10 seconds offering an almost- real time update for the security administrator.

Req ID

F27

Priority

High

Prepared by

SH

Tested by

SH

Pre-condition(s)

- The V-IDS dashboard is up and running.

Component

Visual-aided IDS

- The Message Bus is up and running.
- The connection with the Message Bus through Apache KAFKA has been
established.
- The current logged in user has the required visualisation privileges (can
access the specific tab).
Test steps
1

A SIEM Basis component (BDAC/SIEM Basis/V-IDS) pushes a new securityevent to the Message
Bus

2

The user logs in to the V-IDS and navigate to the Security Events tab

3

Observe the new entries in the Security Events table in near-real time

Input data

Data received from the Message Bus

Result

The update is visible for only a moment without modifying any actions of the
security events that already existed on the table.
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Test Case Result

Achieved

Test Case ID

VIDS_009

Description

The implementation of the V-IDS takes into consideration processing limitations
of the servers on which is deployed. The V-IDS dashboard has been
implemented with Python Django which is lightweight web framework and the ML
models are trained offline, and therefore do not require process-intense actions.

Component

Visual-aided IDS

The implementation of the V-IDS takes into consideration bandwidth limitation
and does not impose load on the WAN bandwidth.
Req ID

F32, NF08

Priority

High

Prepared by

SH

Tested by

SH

Pre-condition(s)

- The V-IDS dashboard is up and running.
- The interconnections between the V-IDS and the rest SIEM Basis components
have been established.

Test steps
1

The user logs in the V-IDS system

2

Operates the system on daily procedures and functionalities

3

New data from the pilot network are coming on time

Input data
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Result

Security anomalies are detected on time preventing devastating situations

Test Case Result

Achieved

Test Case ID

TC-VA-01

Description

Evaluate the VIDS VA interconnection with the SPEAR SIEM Basis DAPS for
the collection of the pre-processed data (operational, network flow and layer
protocol data) .This communication is established through Kafka client for the
real time data collection and through Elasticsearch client for the historic data
collection

Req ID

F04, F28

Priority

High

Prepared by

CERTH

Tested by

CERTH

Pre-condition(s)

The user has selected the data mode from time mode dropdown.

Component

VIDS Visual Analytics

Test steps
1

Select widget.

2

Select time range.

Input data

Data from selected widget.

Result
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Test Case Result

PASS. This test case will be executed also in the pilot.

Test Case ID

TC-VA-02

Component

VIDS Visual Analytics

Description

Assess the capability of the VIDS VA to apply data analytics methods on the
displayed data in order to detect cyber-attacks.

Req ID

F02, F05,
F17 F30,
F31

Priority

High

Prepared by

CERTH

Tested by

CERTH

Pre-condition(s)

The user has selected a widget.

Test steps
1

In the “Selected widget” drop down, select one of the existing widgets in the dashboard.

2

In the “Time Range” form select the time range.

3

In the “Algorithm” dropdown select Anomaly Detection Algorithm.

4

Set algorithm-specific parameters.

5

Press the “Run” button and wait for analysis to be completed.

6

Select visualization chart type and the appropriate axes in order to display the anomalies.

Input data

Version: 1.0
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Test Case Result

Version: 1.0

PASS. This test case will be executed also in the pilot.
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Test Case ID

TC-VA-04

Component

VIDS Visual Analytics

Description

Evaluate the process of widgets’ parameterization and adjustment.

Req ID

F04,F25, F28

Priority

High

Prepared by

CERTH

Tested by

CERTH

Pre-condition(s)

The user has selected the “Unlock” circular button in order to unlock the
dashboard and control the widgets.

Test steps
1

Press the “Add”/’Edit” button and wait for a modal window to be opened.

2

In the “Selected widget” drop down, select one of the existing widgets in the dashboard.

3

In the “Time Range” form select the time range.

4

Provide a widget title.

5

Select visualization chart type and the appropriate axes.

6

Press the “Add widget”/”Edit widget” button to add widget in the dashboard.

7

Press the “Delete” button in order to remove a specific widget from the dashboard.

8

Drag, drop, and resize the widgets.

Input data
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Result

Test Case Result

Version: 1.0

PASS. This test case will be executed also in the pilot.
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Test Case ID

TC-VA-05

Component

VIDS Visual Analytics

Description

Evaluate the process that the Visual Analytics Interface interacts with the GTM
component in order to illustrate all the available network assets and the
reputation of each node and support awareness of the SPEAR administrator.

Req ID

F01,F04,F05
,F07,F33

Priority

High

Prepared by

CERTH

Tested by

CERTH

Pre-condition(s)

The GTM is up and running.

Test steps

1

Retrieve the network assets from the SPEAR asset inventory.

2

Retrieve the reputation values of each available asset from the SPEAR GTM APIs.

3

Visualize the SPEAR facility assets in the network topology Visual Analytics view indicating
the asset IP and the GTM reputation value.

Input data
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Result

Test Case Result

PASS. This test case will be executed also in the pilot.

Test Case ID

TC-VA-06

Component

VIDS Visual Analytics

Description

Assess the capability of the Visual Analytics Dashboard to be compatible with
the most common Web browsers (Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox)

Req ID

F24, NF01

Priority

High

Prepared by

CERTH

Tested by

CERTH

Pre-condition(s)

Not Applicable

Test steps

1

Check the VIDS VA compatibility with Mozilla Firefox.

2

Check the VIDS VA compatibility with Google Chrome.
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3

Check The VIDS VA compatibility with Apple Safari.

Input data

Not Available

Result(s)

Test Case Result

Version: 1.0

PASS. The VIDS Visual Analytics component returned the same results in all the
web browsers.
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